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Abstract

The Role of Small Intestinal Permeability in the Pathogenesis of Colitis in the 

Interleukin-10 Gene Deficient Mouse

It is currently believed that the etiology of inflammatory bowel disease involves 

an aberrant immune response towards the gastrointestinal microbial flora. In 

addition, an increase in intestinal paracellular permeability may also be a 

contributing factor of disease, as it precedes disease in several animal models. 

However, it remains unclear whether increased intestinal permeability is an 

epiphenomenon of disease or if it can lead to it. The goal of this thesis is to 

elucidate this cause-effect relationship.

The IL-10-/- mouse is a model of IBD that spontaneously develops colitis after 12 

weeks of age. We measured intestinal permeability in this mouse from 4-17 

weeks of age and observed that there was a significant increase in small intestinal 

permeability early in life and before the onset of colitis.

When small intestinal permeability was selectively decreased with AT-1001 (a 

ZOT antagonist peptide) colitis was significantly ameliorated. In contrast, when it 

was increased with AT-1002 (a ZOT agonist peptide) colitis worsened, indicating 

that modifications in the paracellular traffic of the small intestine had a significant 

effect on the severity of colonic disease.

In order to study the possible mechanisms by which small intestinal permeability 

modulated disease in the colon, we measured the effect of increasing small 

intestinal permeability on the colonic microbial flora of IL-10-/- mice. After AT-



1002 treatment from 4-12 weeks of age, there was an evident shift in colonic 

adherent flora. This effect was not a consequence of inflammation as there was a 

similar effect in wild type mice.

We also studied the effect of increasing small intestinal permeability in the 

development of oral tolerance to dietary antigens. When wild-type mice were fed 

OVA under conditions of increased small intestinal permeability there was a 

significant increase in the proliferation of B cells in the spleen and an increase in 

OVA-specific humoral response, compared to animals fed OVA alone. Moreover, 

the production of IL-10 in response to oral OVA was prevented when OVA was 

given with AT-1002, both in the small intestine and the colon.

The studies presented in the doctoral thesis suggest that small intestinal 

permeability has a critical role in the development of colitis in IL-10-/-mice, and 

that increasing paracellular traffic in the small intestine may lead to changes in 

colonic bacterial flora and the abrogation of tolerance to oral antigens, two 

features of inflammatory bowel disease in humans.



Preface

This thesis consists of one review paper, one accepted research paper, one book 

chapter and additional experimental data obtained during the course of my degree. 

This thesis has been written according to the guidelines for a paper format thesis 

of the Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research of the University of Alberta. 

Chapter 1 consists of a review paper published in Gut (2006; 55:1512-20) and it is 

coauthored with Dr. Jon Meddings and Dr. Lana Bistritz. My contribution was 

compiling all relevant information regarding the clinical relevance of intestinal 

permeability, as well as editing the entire text and some of the figures.

Chapters 2 and 3 include excerpts from a research paper published in Gut (2009; 

58:41-48) and it is coauthored with Drs. Jon Meddings, Karen Madsen and Jason 
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techniques except histology (performed by Dr. Doyle), data analysis and 

interpretation. I also wrote the entire manuscript and helped with the editing of it. 
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,.2)10,.&%+#'-$%8(+,$.+-%?,+#'1+%$7,0$.2$%'*%,.+$-+,.()%0,-$(-$:%;1/+#$/6'/$4%+#$-$%

8(+,$.+-%()-'%#(0%$)$7(+$0%-$/16%X'.1),.%)$7$)-4%-1&&$-+,.&%+#(+%+#$%(3.'/6()%

8$/6$(3,),+9%?(-%(--'2,(+$0%?,+#4%(.0%8$/#(8-%2(1-$0%394%(.%(3.'/6(),+9%'*%+#$%

X'.1),.%8(+#?(9:%C-%-'6$%'*%+#$-$%8(+,$.+-%6(9%&'%'.%+'%0$7$)'8%2$),(2%0,-$(-$4%,+%

?'1)0%(88$(/%+#(+%,.%+#$-$%2(-$-%,.2/$(-$0%8$/6$(3,),+9%?'1)0%8/$2$0$%

0$7$)'86$.+%'*%0,-$(-$%(.0%(%8'+$.+,()%6$2#(.,-6%'*%+#,-%,-%18/$&1)(+,'.%'*%+#$%

X'.1),.%8(+#?(9:%%

"#$%(--'2,(+,'.%'*%(3.'/6()%8$/6$(3,),+9%(.0%,.2/$(-$0%X'.1),.%-$2/$+,'.%,.%(%

&)1+$.%-$.-,+,7$%0,-$(-$%F[NG%,-%,.+/,&1,.&:%e$2$.+%?'/W%-1&&$-+-%+#(+%,.%2$),(2%

0,-$(-$4%&)1+$.%*1.2+,'.-%(-%(%+/,&&$/%*'/%X'.1),.%/$)$(-$%?#,2#%-13-$=1$.+)9%

,.2/$(-$-%8(/(2$))1)(/%8$/6$(3,),+9%FZEG:%"#$-$%$7$.+-%?$/$%*'1.0%+'%3$%0$8$.0$.+%

'.%+#$%69$)',0%0,**$/$.+,(+,'.%8/,6(/9%/$-8'.-$%&$.$%FM9[bbG%-1&&$-+,.&%+#$%

,.7')7$6$.+%'*%(%"'))J),W$%/$2$8+'/%F"QeG%8(+#?(9%+#(+%0,0%.'+%(88$(/%+'%3$%$,+#$/%

"QeH%'/%"QeT:%"#$%(1+#'/-%-1&&$-+%(%6'0$)%'*%2$),(2%0,-$(-$%,.%?#,2#%&)1+$.%



! !b

*,/-+%,.+$/(2+-%?,+#%+#$%,..(+$%,661.$%-9-+$6%+#/'1&#%(%"Qe%8(+#?(9:%"#,-%

-13-$=1$.+)9%,.012$-%/$)$(-$%'*%X'.1),.%*/'6%(%)(6,.(%8/'8/,(%-'1/2$4%,.2/$(-$0%

8(/(2$))1)(/%6'7$6$.+%'*%&)1+$.4%(.0%$.#(.2$0%,.+$/(2+,'.%'*%&)1+$.%?,+#%+#$%

612'-()%,661.$%-9-+$6%,.,+,(+,.&%+#$%,.*)(66(+'/9%0,-$(-$%8/'2$--:%%

<5C5F""()*+,-"3'&$.&$";?D="

"#,-%0,-$(-$%,-%-,&.,*,2(.+)9%(++$.1(+$0%'/%0'$-%.'+%0$7$)'8%,.%-1-2$8+,3)$%(.,6()%

6'0$)-%1.0$/%&$/6%*/$$%2'.0,+,'.-%FZ!G%'/%,.%#16(.-%?#$/$%)16,.()%2'.+$.+-%(/$%

0,7$/+$0:%;/'6%+#$-$%0(+(%,+%?'1)0%(88$(/%+#(+%)16,.()%(.+,&$.-%'/%'+#$/%*(2+'/-%

(/$%2/,+,2():%C%&$.$+,2%2'68'.$.+%,-%()-'%(88(/$.+%(.0%-$7$/()%&$.$%61+(+,'.-%#(7$%

3$$.%,0$.+,*,$04%,.2)10,.&%+#'-$%,.%.12)$'+,0$J3,.0,.&%'),&'6$/,X(+,'.%0'6(,.%H%

'/%2(-8(-$%/$2/1,+6$.+%0'6(,.%*(6,)9%6$63$/%!Z%FIU[HdKCe[!ZG%FZHG%(-%?$))%

(-%,.%+#$%'/&(.,2%2(+,'.%+/(.-8'/+$/%FUK"I%'/%<f[ZG%FZOcZTG:%M'/$%/$2$.+%&$.$+,2%

(--'2,(+,'.-%,.7')7$%+#$%(1+'8#(&9%/$)(+$0%&$.$%C"\!SQ%FZZG%(.0%+#$%,.+$/)$1W,.J

HO%/$2$8+'/%F<QJHOeG%&$.$%FZSG:%I'+%-1/8/,-,.&)94%6(.9%'*%+#$-$%&$.$-%(/$%

,.7')7$0%,.%,661.$%*1.2+,'.-%(.0%3(//,$/%*1.2+,'.:%

<.%+#$%#16(.%2'.0,+,'.%,+%,-%()-'%$7,0$.+%+#(+%,.2/$(-$0%-6())%,.+$-+,.()%

8$/6$(3,),+9%,-%2'66'.)9%'3-$/7$0%,.%8'81)(+,'.-%(+%#,&#%/,-W%'*%0$7$)'8,.&%K[%

FZaJSHG:%<.2/$(-$0%8$/6$(3,),+9%,-%'3-$/7$0%,.%+#$%(3-$.2$%'*%-968+'6-%'*%

0,-$(-$4%-1&&$-+,.&%+#(+%,+%,-%.'+%6$/$)9%(.%$(/)9%6(.,*$-+(+,'.%'*%K[:%"#$/$%,-%

.'?%'.$%2(-$%/$8'/+%'*%(%9'1.&%?'6(.%*'1.0%+'%#(7$%(3.'/6()%8$/6$(3,),+9%

01/,.&%(%*(6,)9%-+109%?#'%-13-$=1$.+)9%0$7$)'8$0%K[%FSOG:%C+%+#$%+,6$%?#$.%#$/%

8$/6$(3,),+9%?(-%,.2/$(-$04%$@+$.-,7$%,.7$-+,&(+,'.-%/$7$()$0%.'%$7,0$.2$%'*%



! !D

3'?$)%0,-$(-$:%<+%+''W%9$(/-%*'/%K[%+'%0$7$)'8:%"#$/$%(/$%()-'%0(+(%+'%-1&&$-+%+#(+%

8(+,$.+-%?,+#%,.2/$(-$0%8$/6$(3,),+9%(/$%()-'%),W$)9%+'%#(7$%$7,0$.2$%'*%-132),.,2()%

,.*)(66(+,'.4%(-%(--$--$0%39%2()8/'+$2+,.%$@2/$+,'.%FSTG:%%

"#$/$%,-%()-'%(.%(88(/$.+%),.W%3$+?$$.%,.2/$(-$0%8$/6$(3,),+9%(.0%+#$%61+(+,'.%,.%

+#$%IU[HdKCe[!Z%&$.$:%<.%(%/$2$.+%-+1094%f1#.$/%$+".2%0$6'.-+/(+$0%+#(+%.'+%

'.)9%,-%+#$%/,-W%'*%#(7,.&%(3.'/6()%8$/6$(3,),+9%(.0%(%IU[H%61+(+,'.%,.2/$(-$0%

(6'.&%*,/-+%0$&/$$%/$)(+,7$-%'*%+#'-$%?,+#%K[4%31+%+#$-$%(/$%/$)(+$0:%e$)(+,7$-%

?,+#%(%IU[H%61+(+,'.%#(0%(%aZi%2#(.2$%'*%#(7,.&%,.2/$(-$0%8$/6$(3,),+9%FSZG4%

-1&&$-+,.&%+#(+%+#,-%61+(+,'.%6(9%,.*)1$.2$%$8,+#$),()%8$/6$(3,),+9:%"#$%

6$2#(.,-6%39%?#,2#%+#,-%6,&#+%'221/%,-%1.2)$(/:%"#$%IU[H%&$.$%8/'012+%,-%

8/$-$.+%,.%$.+$/'29+$-%(.0%,.%](.$+#%2$))-:%<.%$.+$/'29+$-%+#,-%61+(+,'.%,.012$0%(.%

$)$7(+$0%(2+,7(+,'.%'*%+#$%.12)$(/%*(2+'/%W(88(f%FI;JlfG4%(%W$9%+/(.-2/,8+,'.%

*(2+'/%,.%+#$%/$-8'.-$%+'%3(2+$/,()%(.+,&$.-%FSSG:%<.%](.$+#%2$))-%+#$%61+(+,'.%,-%

(--'2,(+$0%?,+#%(%/$012+,'.%,.%-$2/$+,'.%'*%0$*$.-,.-%FSaG4%(.%'3-$/7(+,'.%

8/$7,'1-)9%/$8'/+$0%+'%3$%(--'2,(+$0%?,+#%K[%FSbG:%"#,-%6(9%/$8/$-$.+%(.%

,68'/+(.+%),.W%(-%/$012$0%0$*$.-,.%-$2/$+,'.%?'1)0%3$%$@8$2+$0%+'%()+$/%+#$%

)16,.()%6,2/'*)'/(%?#,2#%,.%+1/.%2(.%#(7$%8/'*'1.0%$**$2+-%'.%$8,+#$),()%

8$/6$(3,),+9%39%6(.9%0,**$/$.+%6$2#(.,-6-%FSDJa!G:%%

B#,)$%(.%()+$/$0%6,2/'*)'/(4%$,+#$/%,.012$0%39%()+$/$0%](.$+#%2$))%-$2/$+,'.%'/%

'+#$/%6$2#(.,-64%2(.%0,/$2+)9%,.2/$(-$%8$/6$(3,),+94%+#$/$%(/$%'+#$/%8'+$.+,()%

$+,')'&,$-:%C)+$/$0%$@8/$--,'.%'*%+,&#+%51.2+,'.%8/'+$,.-%6(9%()-'%,.2/$(-$%

8(/(2$))1)(/%8$/6$(3,),+9:%<.%*(2+4%,.2/$(-$0%$@8/$--,'.%'*%2)(10,.JH%#(-%3$$.%



! HE

0$6'.-+/(+$0%+'%,.2/$(-$%8$/6$(3,),+9%FaHG4%8/$-16(3)9%(-%#'6'0,6$/-%'*%+#,-%

8/'+$,.%*'/6%(--'2,(+,'.-%+#(+%(/$%.'+%(-%R+,&#+R%(-%#$+$/'0,6$/-%?,+#%'+#$/%

2)(10,.-:%<.%+#,-%/$&(/04%,+%,-%'*%,.+$/$-+%+'%.'+$%+#(+%18/$&1)(+,'.%'*%2)(10,.JH%

$@8/$--,'.%#(-%3$$.%/$8'/+$0%,.%8(+,$.+-%?,+#%K[%(.0%1)2$/(+,7$%2'),+,-%FYKG%FaOG:%

B#$+#$/%+#,-%,-%(.%$**$2+%'*%+#$%,.*)(66(+,'.%,+-$)*%'/%(%8/$J$@,-+,.&%(3.'/6(),+9%

2'1)0%.'+%3$%0$+$/6,.$0:%N'?$7$/4%'+#$/%(1+#'/-%#(7$%/$8'/+$0%+#(+%+#$%

(3.'/6(),+9%,.%$@8/$--,'.%'*%51.2+,'.()%8/'+$,.-%,-%-8$2,*,2%+'%3,'8-,$-%+(W$.%*/'6%

,.*)(6$0%/$&,'.-%'*%YK%(.0%K[%8(+,$.+-c%+#'-$%8'/+,'.-%'*%+#$%&1+%+#(+%?$/$%.'+%

,.*)(6$0%(88$(/$0%+'%3$%-,6,)(/%+'%+#$%2'.+/')%3,'8-,$-%,.%+$/6-%'*%51.2+,'.()%

8/'+$,.-%FaTG:%%

<.%+$/6-%'*%*1.2+,'.4%A'0$/#')6%(.0%2'))$(&1$-%FaZG%/$8'/+$0%+#(+%3(-$),.$%

8$/6$(3,),+9%,.%.'.J,.*)(6$0%8'/+,'.-%'*%&1+%+(W$.%*/'6%8(+,$.+-%?,+#%K[%,-%

-,6,)(/%+'%2'.+/')-4%31+%*'))'?,.&%$@8'-1/$%'*%+#$%+,--1$-%+'%(%6,)0)9%0(6(&,.&%

(&$.+%F-'0,16%2(8/(+$G%+#$%.'.J,.*)(6$0%+,--1$%0$6'.-+/(+$0%(%6(/W$0%,.2/$(-$%,.%

8(/(2$))1)(/%8$/6$(3,),+9:%"#,-%?'1)0%-1&&$-+%+#(+%+#$/$%,-%(%-13+)$%()+$/(+,'.%'*%

*1.2+,'.4%,.0$8$.0$.+%'*%,.*)(66(+,'.4%?#,2#%2(.%3$%6(.,*$-+%(-%(.%,.2/$(-$%,.%

8(/(2$))1)(/%8$/6$(3,),+9:%A,6,)(/%*,.0,.&-%(/$%'3-$/7$0%')"#'#(%6(.,*$-+,.&%(-%

#98$//$-8'.-,7$.$--%'*%+#$%-6())%,.+$-+,.$%+'%+#$%0(6(&,.&%$**$2+-%'*%.'.J

-+$/',0()%(.+,J,.*)(66(+'/9%2'68'1.0-%-12#%(-%(-8,/,.%'/%,318/'*$.%FaScaaG:%%

<.%(.,6()%6'0$)-%'*%K[4%+#$%-$.$-2$.2$J(22$)$/(+$0J8/'.$%FACM]G%6'1-$4%(.0%

+#$%6'1-$%0'?./$&1)(+$0%,.%(0$.'6(%F60/(JdJG4%,+%#(-%.'?%3$$.%2'.7,.2,.&)9%



! H!

0$6'.-+/(+$0%+#(+%(3.'/6()%8$/6$(3,),+9%,-%8/$-$.+%8/,'/%+'%$@8/$--,'.%'*%+#$%

,.*)(66(+'/9%0,-$(-$%FabJbEG:%%%

C.'+#$/%(.,6()%6'0$)%'*%K[4%+#$%<QJ!E%&$.$%0$*,2,$.+%F<QJ!E%JdJG%6'1-$4%,-%

8/$0,-8'-$0%+'%(%8/',.*)(66(+'/9%-+(+$%3$2(1-$%,+%)(2W-%<QJ!E4%(.%(.+,J

,.*)(66(+'/9%29+'W,.$:%%"#,-%6'1-$4%?#,2#%,-%+#$%6'0$)%1-$0%,.%')"#'#(%

$@8$/,6$.+-%,.%+#,-%+#$-,-4%0$7$)'8-%(%8(+2#94%2#/'.,2%2'),+,-%-,6,)(/%+'%#16(.%K[%

Fb!G:%;/'6%+#$%8',.+%'*%7,$?%'*%+#,-%-+1094%+#$%<QJ!E%JdJ%6'1-$%6'0$)%'*%0,-$(-$%

#(-%+?'%,68'/+(.+%*$(+1/$-:%%;,/-+)94%+#$-$%(.,6()-%#(7$%3$$.%0$-2/,3$0%(-%#(7,.&%

,.2/$(-$0%-6())%,.+$-+,.()%8$/6$(3,),+9%+#(+%#(-%3$$.%'3-$/7$0%7$/9%$(/)9%,.%),*$%

(.0%?$))%3$*'/$%+#$%'.-$+%'*%0,-$(-$%FbHG:%A$2'.0)94%0,-$(-$%0$7$)'86$.+%,-%

0$8$.0$.+%18'.%)16,.()%*(2+'/->%,+%0'$-%.'+%'221/%,.%(.,6()-%/(,-$0%1.0$/%&$/6%

*/$$%2'.0,+,'.-:%"#$-$%'3-$/7(+,'.-%-1&&$-+$0%+#(+%+#$%2'),+,-%'3-$/7$0%,.%+#$-$%

(.,6()-%6,&#+%0$7$)'8%(-%(%2'.-$=1$.2$%'*%(3.'/6()%-6())%,.+$-+,.()%8$/6$(3,),+9%

?,+#%,.2/$(-$0%8/$-$.+(+,'.%'*%(%)16,.()%(&$.+%+'%(%&$.$+,2())9%8/$0,-8'-$0%

612'-()%,661.$%-9-+$6:%%

%
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(3.'/6(),+9%,.%K[%(.0%+#(+%+#,-%(3.'/6(),+9%2'1)0%3$%%,68'/+(.+%,.%+#$%&$.$-,-%'*%

0,-$(-$:%N'?$7$/4%,+%,-%-+,))%1.2)$(/%?#9%+#,-%0$*$2+%,-%8/$-$.+%,.%+#$%*,/-+%8)(2$%(.0%

6'/$%,68'/+(.+)94%,*%+#,-%0$*$2+%2(.%2(1-$%0,-$(-$4%'/%,*%,+%,-%0,-$(-$%+#(+%2(1-$-%+#$%
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%
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Nm]U"NPA<A%

<.2/$(-$0%,.%,.+$-+,.()%8$/6$(3,),+9%8/$2$0$-%(.0%2(1-$-%2'),+,-%,.%+#$%<QJ!EJdJ%
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(
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%

C:%"'%0$+$/6,.$%+#$%-,+$%'*%+#$%&1+%8$/6$(3,),+9%0$*$2+%8/$-$.+%,.%+#$%<QJ!E%JdJ%

6'1-$%(.0%0$+$/6,.$%,*%+#,-%,-%(.%,.#$/$.+%0$*$2+%'/%(%8/'012+%'*%,.*)(66(+,'.:%

C:!%['$-%+#$%<QJ!E%JdJ%6'1-$%#(7$%(%0$*$2+%,.%-+'6(2#4%-6())%(.0d'/%)(/&$%

,.+$-+,.()%8$/6$(3,),+9n%%

C:H%<*%-'4%<-%+#,-%0$*$2+%8/$-$.+%$(/)9%,.%),*$n%

C:O%['$-%+#$%0$*$2+%,.%&1+%8$/6$(3,),+9%8/$2$0$%-,&.-%'*%0,-$(-$n%

%

f:%"'%$-+(3),-#%,*%-6())%,.+$-+,.()%8$/6$(3,),+9%,-%(%/$=1,/$6$.+%*'/%2'),+,-%,.%+#$%

<QJ!E%JdJ%6'1-$:%

f:!%K(.%0,-$(-$%3$%(3'),-#$0%'/%(++$.1(+$0%,*%-6())%,.+$-+,.()%8$/6$(3,),+9%,-%

0$2/$(-$0n%

f:H%K(.%0,-$(-$%3$%$@(2$/3(+$0%,*%-6())%,.+$-+,.()%8$/6$(3,),+9%,-%?'/-$.$0n%

%

K:%"'%$@8)'/$%-'6$%'*%+#$%6$2#(.,-6-%39%?#,2#%,.2/$(-$0%-6())%,.+$-+,.()%

8$/6$(3,),+9%6(9%)$(0%+'%2'),+,-%,.%+#$%<QJ!E%JdJ%6'1-$:%



! HO

K:!%K(.%(.%,.2/$(-$%,.%,.+$-+,.()%8$/6$(3,),+9%,.012$%(%2#(.&$%,.%2')'.,2%

6,2/'3,()%*)'/(n%%

K:H%K(.%(.%,.2/$(-$%,.%,.+$-+,.()%8$/6$(3,),+9%)$(0%+'%(%2#(.&$%,.%+#$%612'-()%

,661.$%2$))-4%,.012,.&%)'--%'*%+')$/(.2$%+'%(.%(.+,&$.%8/$-$.+$0%

8(/(2$))1)(/)9n%

%

P(2#%'.$%'*%+#$-$%'35$2+,7$-%(.0%-8$2,*,2%=1$-+,'.-%?,))%3$%0,-21--$-%,.%+#$%.$@+%
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!:S%f,3),'&/(8#9%

%

% F!G%% m(6(0(%"4%A(/+'/%ef4%M(/-#())%A%$+".2:%M12'-()%,.51/9%(.0%,.*)(66(+,'.%

,.%(%6'0$)%'*%2#/'.,2%&/(.1)'6(+'1-%2'),+,-%,.%/(+-:%9.&+%($)+$%(2(AE%

!DDOc)34567>aZDJa!:%

% FHG%% N$/6,-+'.%MQ4%\'/0'.%o<:%<.%7,7'%(.()9-,-%'*%2(0#$/,.%*1.2+,'.%,.%+#$%

6'1-$%,.+$-+,.()%$8,+#$),16>%$--$.+,()%/')$-%,.%(0#$-,'.4%6(,.+$.(.2$%'*%

0,**$/$.+,(+,'.4%(.0%/$&1)(+,'.%'*%8/'&/(66$0%2$))%0$(+#:%G(1%).2"(*"?$22"

H'(2(AE%!DDZc)89>TbDJZES:%

% FOG%% A,6'.%[f4%Q1%m4%K#'(+$%^C%$+".2:%](/(2$)),.J!4%(%/$.()%+,&#+%51.2+,'.%

8/'+$,.%/$=1,/$0%*'/%8(/(2$))1)(/%M&H`%/$-'/8+,'.:%I-'$)-$%

!DDDc8:;FZTHTG>!EOJS:%

% FTG%% A'.'0(%I4%;1/1-$%M4%A(-(W,%N%$+".2:%K)'-+/,0,16%8$/*/,.&$.-%$.+$/'+'@,.%

*/(&6$.+%/$6'7$-%-8$2,*,2%2)(10,.-%*/'6%+,&#+%51.2+,'.%-+/(.0->%P7,0$.2$%

*'/%0,/$2+%,.7')7$6$.+%'*%2)(10,.-%,.%+,&#+%51.2+,'.%3(//,$/:%G"?$22"H'(2%

!DDDc)4<F!G>!DZJHET:%

% FZG%% N')6$-%oQ4%p(.%<+()),$%KM4%e(-61--$.%oP%$+".2:%K)(10,.%8/'*,),.&%,.%+#$%

6'1-$%01/,.&%8'-+.(+()%,.+$-+,.()%0$7$)'86$.+%(.0%()'.&%+#$%

&(-+/',.+$-+,.()%+/(2+%/$7$()-%2'68)$@%$@8/$--,'.%8(++$/.-:%9$)$"JK/%"

L.++$%)&%HEES:%



! HZ

% FSG%% ;(-(.'%C4%I(+(/'%o]:%<.+$-+,.()%$8,+#$),()%+,&#+%51.2+,'.-%(-%+(/&$+-%*'/%

$.+$/,2%3(2+$/,(J0$/,7$0%+'@,.-:%!3#"D%1A"D$2'#"M$#%HEETc;=FSG>aDZJbEa:%

% FaG%% U-6(.%IP4%B$-+/q6%f4%^(/)--'.%f:%A$/'-()%31+%.'+%612'-()%$.0'+'@,.%

$@8'-1/$%,.2/$(-$-%,.+$-+,.()%8$/6$(3,),+9%,.%7,+/'%,.%+#$%/(+:%I-.)3"G"

9.&+%($)+$%(2%!DDbc66F!!G>!!aEJT:%

% FbG%% K')),.-%AM:%A+/$--%(.0%+#$%\(-+/',.+$-+,.()%"/(2+%<p:%M'01)(+,'.%'*%

,.+$-+,.()%,.*)(66(+,'.%39%-+/$-->%3(-,2%6$2#(.,-6-%(.0%2),.,2()%

/$)$7(.2$:%!@"G"L,E&'(2"9.&+%(')+$&+"N'#$%"L,E&'(2%HEE!c8:3FOG>\O!ZJb:%

% FDG%% \/,&'/%Me4%]'2X?(%V4%C/+#1/%]\:%M,)W%),8,0%-9.+#$-,-%(.0%-$2/$+,'.%

01/,.&%6,)W%-+(-,-%,.%+#$%/(+:%G"O1+%%!DbSc))=>!abDJDa:%

% F!EG%% [$3.(6%PA4%^(/(-'7%BN4%"#'68-'.%KA:%I1+/,$.+%18+(W$%39%/(+%

$.+$/'29+$-%01/,.&%0,(3$+$-%6$)),+1-c%$7,0$.2$%*'/%(.%,.2/$(-$0%-'0,16%

$)$2+/'2#$6,2()%&/(0,$.+:%G"L,E&'(2";N()3"=%!Dbbc69<>ZEOJ!H:%

% F!!G%% \,)6(.%C\4%K(-$9%]o:%\%8/'+$,.%,.7')7$6$.+%,.%/$2$8+'/J$**$2+'/%

2'18),.&:%G"H'(2"?,$@%!Dbbc8=6>HZaaJbE:%

% F!HG%% f/1$?$/%M4%Q1$&$/,.&%C4%^12#(/X,W%"%$+".2:%]/',.*)(66(+'/9%29+'W,.$-%

0,-/18+%$8,+#$),()%3(//,$/%*1.2+,'.%39%(8'8+'-,-J,.0$8$.0$.+%6$2#(.,-6-:%G"

P@@1)(2%HEEOc)<)F!!G>S!STJaH:%

% F!OG%% I1-/(+%C4%"1/.$/%oe4%M(0(/(%oQ:%M')$21)(/%8#9-,')'&9%(.0%

8(+#'8#9-,')'&9%'*%+,&#+%51.2+,'.-:%<p:%e$&1)(+,'.%'*%+,&#+%51.2+,'.-%39%



! HS

$@+/(2$))1)(/%-+,61),>%.1+/,$.+-4%29+'W,.$-4%(.0%,661.$%2$))-:%!@"G"L,E&'(2"

9.&+%(')+$&+"N'#$%"L,E&'(2%HEEEc8<9FZG>\bZ!J\bZa:%

% F!TG%% A(.+'-%o4%m(.&%]K4%A'0$/#')6%o[%$+".2:%e')$%'*%6(-+%2$))-%,.%2#/'.,2%

-+/$--%,.012$0%2')'.,2%$8,+#$),()%3(//,$/%09-*1.2+,'.%,.%+#$%/(+:%91+%

HEE!c4:FZG>SOEJS:%

% F!ZG%% A'0$/#')6%o[4%A+/$1+W$/%K4%m(.&%]K%$+".2:%<.2/$(-$0%$8,+#$),()%18+(W$%'*%

8/'+$,.%(.+,&$.-%,.%+#$%,)$16%'*%K/'#.r-%0,-$(-$%6$0,(+$0%39%+16'1/%

.$2/'-,-%*(2+'/%()8#(:%91+%HEETc;6F!HG>!b!aJHT:%

% F!SG%% M(0(/(%oQ4%](88$.#$,6$/%oe:%A+/12+1/()%3(-,-%*'/%8#9-,')'&,2()%/$&1)(+,'.%

'*%8(/(2$))1)(/%8(+#?(9-%,.%,.+$-+,.()%$8,+#$),(:%G"Q$@0%.)$"H'(2%

!Dbac)33>!TDJST:%

% F!aG%% C+,-''W%^4%K(/)-'.%A4%M(0(/(%oQ:%P**$2+-%'*%8#)'/,X,.%(.0%-'0,16%'.%

&)12'-$J$),2,+$0%()+$/(+,'.%'*%2$))%51.2+,'.-%,.%,.+$-+,.()%$8,+#$),(:%!@$%"G"

L,E&'(2%!DDEc8;:>KaaJKbZ:%

% F!bG%% M(0(/(%oQ:%A'0,16J&)12'-$%2'+/(.-8'/+%(.0%$8,+#$),()%8$/6$(3,),+9:%

9.&+%($)+$%(2(AE%!DDTc)3<>O!D:%

% F!DG%% "1/.$/%oe4%M(0(/(%oQ:%]#9-,')'&,2()%/$&1)(+,'.%'*%,.+$-+,.()%$8,+#$),()%

+,&#+%51.2+,'.-%(-%(%2'.-$=1$.2$%'*%I(`J2'18)$0%.1+/,$.+%+/(.-8'/+:%

9.&+%($)+$%(2(AE%!DDZc)39>!OD!JS:%



! Ha

% FHEG%% C+,-''W%^4%M(0(/(%oQ:%C.%'),&'8$8+,0$%8$/6$(+$-%,.+$-+,.()%+,&#+%

51.2+,'.-%(+%&)12'-$J$),2,+$0%0,)(+(+,'.-:%<68),2(+,'.-%*'/%'),&'8$8+,0$%

(3-'/8+,'.:%9.&+%($)+$%(2(AE%!DD!c)33>a!DJHT:%

% FH!G%% B(.&%B4%YXX(1%A4%\')03)16%AP%$+".2:%N16(.%X'.1),.4%(%8'+$.+,()%

6'01)(+'/%'*%,.+$-+,.()%+,&#+%51.2+,'.-:%G"?$22"I-'%HEEEc))6(>%(84>TTOZJTE:%

% FHHG%% P)%C-6(/%e4%](.,&/(#,%]4%f(6*'/0%]%$+".2:%N'-+J0$8$.0$.+%X'.1),.%

-$2/$+,'.%2(1-$-%+#$%,68(,/6$.+%'*%+#$%-6())%,.+$-+,.$%3(//,$/%*1.2+,'.%(*+$/%

3(2+$/,()%$@8'-1/$:%9.&+%($)+$%(2(AE%HEEHc)86FZG>!SEaJ!Z:%

% FHOG%% ;(-(.'%C4%I'+%"4%B(.&%B%$+".2:%V'.1),.4%(%.$?)9%0,-2'7$/$0%6'01)(+'/%

'*%,.+$-+,.()%8$/6$(3,),+94%(.0%,+-%$@8/$--,'.%,.%2'$),(2%0,-$(-$:%N.)-$+%

HEEEc6;;FDH!TG>!Z!bJD:%

% FHTG%% A6$21')%P4%A1&(,%P4%I,7$)'.,%A%$+".2:%]$/6$(3,),+94%X'.1),.%8/'012+,'.4%

(.0%$.+$/'8(+#9%,.%0$/6(+,+,-%#$/8$+,*'/6,-:%?2')"9.&+%($)+$%(2"R$/.+(2%

HEEZc6FTG>OOZJT!:%

% FHZG%% "/,8(+#,%C4%Q(66$/-%^M4%\')03)16%A%$+".2:%<0$.+,*,2(+,'.%'*%#16(.%

X'.1),.4%(%8#9-,')'&,2()%6'01)(+'/%'*%+,&#+%51.2+,'.-4%(-%8/$#(8+'&)'3,.JH:%

L%(-"O.+2"!-.3"I-'"S"I"!%HEEDc)3=FODG>!SaDDJbET:%

% FHSG%% M(**$,%M4%;1.,2$))'%M4%p'++(/,%"%$+".2:%"#$%'3$-,+9%(.0%,.*)(66(+'/9%

6(/W$/%#(8+'&)'3,.%(++/(2+-%6'.'29+$-%7,(%,.+$/(2+,'.%?,+#%2#$6'W,.$%FKJ

K%6'+,*G%/$2$8+'/%H%FKKeHG:%HQ?"H'(2%HEEDc<>ba:%



! Hb

% FHaG%% M$00,.&-%of4%A1+#$/)(.0%Qe4%f9)$-%I<%$+".2:%A12/'-$>%C%.'7$)%

8$/6$(3,),+9%6(/W$/%*'/%&(-+/'01'0$.()%0,-$(-$:%9.&+%($)+$%(2(AE%

!DDOc)34>!S!DJHS:%

% FHbG%% M$00,.&-%of4%\,33'.-%<:%[,-2/,6,.(+,'.%'*%-,+$J-8$2,*,2%()+$/(+,'.-%,.%

&(-+/',.+$-+,.()%8$/6$(3,),+9%,.%+#$%/(+:%9.&+%($)+$%(2(AE%!DDbc))4>bOJDH:%

% FHDG%% ;,#.%fM4%A5'=7,-+%C4%o'0()%M:%]$/6$(3,),+9%'*%+#$%/(+%-6())%,.+$-+,.()%

$8,+#$),16%()'.&%+#$%7,))1-J2/98+%(@,->%$**$2+-%'*%&)12'-$%+/(.-8'/+:%

9.&+%($)+$%(2(AE%HEEEc))9FTG>!EHDJOS:%

% FOEG%% A1.%V4%B(.&%s4%B())$.%e%$+".2:%"#$%,.*)1$.2$%'*%(8'8+'-,-%'.%,.+$-+,.()%

3(//,$/%,.+$&/,+9%,.%/(+-:%I-.)3"G"9.&+%($)+$%(2%!DDbc66FTG>T!ZJHH:%

% FO!G%% C3/$1%M"4%]())(0,.'%CC4%C/.')0%P"%$+".2:%M'01)(+,'.%'*%3(//,$/%*1.2+,'.%

01/,.&%;(-J6$0,(+$0%(8'8+'-,-%,.%#16(.%,.+$-+,.()%$8,+#$),()%2$))-:%

9.&+%($)+$%(2(AE%HEEEc))9FSG>!ZHTJOS:%

% FOHG%% I$50*'/-%]4%PW$)1.0%M4%B$-+/'6%fe%$+".2:%<.+$-+,.()%8$/6$(3,),+9%,.%

#16(.-%,-%,.2/$(-$0%(*+$/%/(0,(+,'.%+#$/(89:%D'&"?(2()"M$-+1@%

HEEEc46F!!G>!ZbHJac%0,-21--,'.%!Zb:%

% FOOG%% A6$21')%P4%f(,%oK4%p(X=1$X%N%$+".2:%\(-+/',.+$-+,.()%8$/6$(3,),+9%,.%

2$),(2%0,-$(-$:%9.&+%($)+$%(2(AE%!DDac))8>!!HDJOS:%



! HD

% FOTG%% ^$(+,.&%o4%f5(/.(-'.%<4%A'6(-1.0(/(6%A%$+".2:%<.+$-+,.()%(3-'/8+,7$%

2(8(2,+94%,.+$-+,.()%8$/6$(3,),+9%(.0%5$51.()%#,-+')'&9%,.%N<p%(.0%+#$,/%

/$)(+,'.%+'%0,(//#'$(:%91+%!DDZc6<>SHOJD:%

% FOZG%% A#(/8-+'.$%[4%I$,)0%]4%K/(.$%e%$+".2:%A6())%,.+$-+,.()%+/(.-,+4%(3-'/8+,'.4%

(.0%8$/6$(3,),+9%,.%8(+,$.+-%?,+#%C<[A%?,+#%(.0%?,+#'1+%0,(//#'$(:%91+%

!DDDc4;F!G>aEJS:%

% FOSG%% M''/(0,(.%C[4%M'/)$9%oP4%Q$7,.$%CA%$+".2:%C3.'/6()%,.+$-+,.()%

8$/6$(3,),+9%+'%-1&(/-%,.%0,(3$+$-%6$)),+1-:%D'.0$+(2(A'.%!DbSc89FTG>HH!J

T:%

% FOaG%% A$2'.01)*'%M4%<(*1-2'%[4%K(//(+1%e%$+".2:%Y)+/(-+/12+1/()%612'-()%

()+$/(+,'.-%(.0%,.2/$(-$0%,.+$-+,.()%8$/6$(3,),+9%,.%.'.J2$),(24%+98$%<%

0,(3$+,2%8(+,$.+-:%D'A"N'#$%"D'&%HEETc6=F!G>OZJTZ:%

% FObG%% [(62,%"4%I1#'&)1%<4%[$7/(.'&)1%\%$+".2:%<.2/$(-$0%,.+$-+,.()%8$/6$(3,),+9%

(-%(%2(1-$%'*%*)12+1(+,.&%8'-+8/(.0,()%3)''0%&)12'-$%)$7$)-%,.%"98$%!%

0,(3$+,2%8(+,$.+-:%J1%"G"?2')"P)#$&+%HEEOc66FZG>ODaJTE!:%

% FODG%% A(8'.$%C4%0$%M(&,-+/,-%Q4%],$+X(W%M%$+".2:%V'.1),.%18/$&1)(+,'.%,-%

(--'2,(+$0%?+,#%,.2/$(-$0%&1+%8$/6$(3,),+9%,.%-135$2+-%?,+#%+98$%!%0,(3$+$-%

(.0%+#$,/%/$)(+,7$-:%3%HEESc;;:%

% FTEG%% A2'++%;B:%;''0J,.012$0%+98$%!%0,(3$+$-%,.%+#$%ff%/(+:%D'.0$+$&>

Q$+.0(2'&@"M$#'$4&%!DDSc)8>OT!JZD:%



! OE

% FT!G%% M$00,.&-%of4%o(/(.0%o4%Y/3(.-W,%Ao%$+".2:%<.2/$(-$0%&(-+/',.+$-+,.()%

8$/6$(3,),+9%,-%(.%$(/)9%)$-,'.%,.%+#$%-8'.+(.$'1-)9%0,(3$+,2%ff%/(+:%!@"G"

L,E&'(2"9.&+%(')+$&+"N'#$%"L,E&'(2%!DDDc8<=FTG>\DZ!J\DZa:%

% FTHG%% B(++-%"4%f$/+,%<4%A(8'.$%C%$+".2:%e')$%'*%+#$%,.+$-+,.()%+,&#+%51.2+,'.%

6'01)(+'/%X'.1),.%,.%+#$%8(+#'&$.$-,-%'*%+98$%<%0,(3$+$-%,.%ff%0,(3$+,2J

8/'.$%/(+-:%L%(-"O.+2"!-.3"I-'"S"I"!%HEEZc)38FbG>HD!SJH!:%

% FTOG%% [,'-0(0'%f4%7(.%U'/+%P4%B,56$.&(%K:%RK'$),'.'6,2-R>%+'?(/0-%

1.0$/-+(.0,.&%+#$%6')$21)(/%8(+#')'&9%'*%2'$),(2%0,-$(-$:%?2')"?,$@"N.0"

Q$3%HEEZc46FaG>SbZJDZ:%

% FTTG%% 7(.%N$$)%[C4%N1.+%^4%\/$2'%Q%$+".2:%\$.$+,2-%,.%2'$),(2%0,-$(-$:%H$&+"

L%.-+"M$&"?2')"9.&+%($)+$%(2%HEEZc)9FOG>OHOJOD:%

% FTZG%% [1$/W-$.%[e4%B,)#$)6Jf'9)$-%K4%](//9%[M:%<.+$-+,.()%8$/6$(3,),+9%,.%

)'.&J+$/6%*'))'?J18%'*%8(+,$.+-%?,+#%2$),(2%0,-$(-$%'.%(%&)1+$.J*/$$%0,$+:%

D'A"D'&"I-'%HEEZc;3FTG>abZJDE:%

% FTSG%% N())%Po4%f(++%eM:%C3.'/6()%8$/6$(3,),+9%8/$2$0$-%+#$%0$7$)'86$.+%'*%(%

&)1+$.%-$.-,+,7$%$.+$/'8(+#9%,.%</,-#%-$++$/%0'&-:%91+%!DD!c68>aTDJZO:%

% FTaG%% M'.+()+'%M4%K1'2'%Q4%e,22,%e%$+".2:%<661.'#,-+'2#$6,2()%(.()9-,-%'*%

VUJ!%,.%+#$%01'0$.()%612'-(%'*%8(+,$.+-%?,+#%1.+/$(+$0%(.0%+/$(+$0%2$),(2%

0,-$(-$:%3'A%HEEHc=;FTG>HHaJOO:%



! O!

% FTbG%% A2#1)XW$%o[4%f$.+X$)%Ko4%A2#1)XW$%<%$+".2:%P8,+#$),()%+,&#+%51.2+,'.%

-+/12+1/$%,.%+#$%5$51.16%'*%2#,)0/$.%?,+#%(21+$%(.0%+/$(+$0%2$),(2%-8/1$:%

L$3'.+%"M$&%!DDbc46FT%]+%!G>TOZJT!:%

% FTDG%% p'&$)-(.&%N4%B9(++%o4%]$..$/%P%$+".2:%A2/$$.,.&%*'/%2$),(2%0,-$(-$%,.%*,/-+J

0$&/$$%/$)(+,7$-%'*%8(+,$.+-%?,+#%2$),(2%0,-$(-$%39%)(2+1)'-$d6(..,+')%+$-+:%

!@"G"9.&+%($)+$%(2%!DDZc93F!EG>!bObJTH:%

% FZEG%% "#'6(-%^P4%A(8'.$%C4%;(-(.'%C%$+".2:%\),(0,.%-+,61)(+,'.%'*%61/,.$%

6(2/'8#(&$%,.*)(66(+'/9%&$.$%$@8/$--,'.%(.0%,.+$-+,.()%8$/6$(3,),+9%(/$%

M9[bbJ0$8$.0$.+>%/')$%'*%+#$%,..(+$%,661.$%/$-8'.-$%,.%K$),(2%0,-$(-$:%

G"P@@1)(2%HEESc)<=FTG>HZ!HJH!:%

% FZ!G%% ^$..$09%eo4%N'8$/%M4%[$'0#(/%^%$+".2:%<.+$/)$1W,.%!EJ0$*,2,$.+%2'),+,->%

.$?%-,6,)(/,+,$-%+'%#16(.%,.*)(66(+'/9%3'?$)%0,-$(-$:%H%"G"I1%A%

HEEEc:<F!EG>!OTSJZ!:%

% FZHG%% U&1/(%m4%f'.$.%[^4%<.'#(/(%I%$+".2:%C%*/(6$-#,*+%61+(+,'.%,.%IU[H%

(--'2,(+$0%?,+#%-1-2$8+,3,),+9%+'%K/'#.r-%0,-$(-$:%O.+1%$%

HEE!c4))FSbOaG>SEOJS:%

% FZOG%% M(/+,.$X%C4%[$)%K(/6$.%MM4%M$.0'X(%oQ%$+".2:%C--'2,(+,'.%'*%+#$%

'/&(.,2%2(+,'.%+/(.-8'/+$/%UK"I%&$.$-%?,+#%K/'#.r-%0,-$(-$%,.%+#$%

A8(.,-#%8'81)(+,'.:%J1%"G"R1@"9$)$+%HEESc)4FHG>HHHJS:%



! OH

% FZTG%% Q$1.&%P4%N'.&%o4%;/(-$/%C\%$+".2:%]')96'/8#,-6-%,.%+#$%'/&(.,2%2(+,'.%

+/(.-8'/+$/%&$.$-%AQKHHCT%(.0%AQKHHCZ%(.0%K/'#.r-%0,-$(-$%,.%(%I$?%

V$()(.0%K(12(-,(.%2'#'/+:%P@@1)(2"?$22"H'(2%HEESc:4FHG>HOOJS:%

% FZZG%% e,'1@%o[4%s(7,$/%eo4%"(9)'/%^[%$+".2:%\$.'6$J?,0$%(--'2,(+,'.%-+109%

,0$.+,*,$-%.$?%-1-2$8+,3,),+9%)'2,%*'/%K/'#.%0,-$(-$%(.0%,68),2(+$-%

(1+'8#(&9%,.%0,-$(-$%8(+#'&$.$-,-:%O.+"9$)$+%HEEac69FZG>ZDSJSET:%

% FZSG%% [1$//%eN4%"(9)'/%^[4%f/(.+%Ae%$+".2:%C%&$.'6$J?,0$%(--'2,(+,'.%-+109%

,0$.+,*,$-%<QHOe%(-%(.%,.*)(66(+'/9%3'?$)%0,-$(-$%&$.$:%I-'$)-$%

HEESc6)4FZbETG>!TS!JO:%

% FZaG%% N'))(.0$/%[4%p(0#$,6%KM4%f/$++#')X%P%$+".2:%<.2/$(-$0%,.+$-+,.()%

8$/6$(3,),+9%,.%8(+,$.+-%?,+#%K/'#.r-%0,-$(-$%(.0%+#$,/%/$)(+,7$-:%C%

8'--,3)$%$+,')'&,2%*(2+'/:%!))"P)+$%)"Q$3%!DbSc)3;>bbOJZ:%

% FZbG%% M(9%\e4%A1+#$/)(.0%Qe4%M$00,.&-%of:%<-%-6())%,.+$-+,.()%8$/6$(3,),+9%

/$())9%,.2/$(-$0%,.%/$)(+,7$-%'*%8(+,$.+-%?,+#%K/'#.r-%0,-$(-$n%

9.&+%($)+$%(2(AE%!DDOc)34>!SHaJOH:%

% FZDG%% M$00,.&-%of4%A1+#$/)(.0%Qe4%M(9%\e:%<.+$-+,.()%8$/6$(3,),+9%,.%8(+,$.+-%

?,+#%K/'#.r-%0,-$(-$:%91+%!DDTc6;>!SaZ:%

% FSEG%% M1.W#')6%]4%Q(.&#')X%P4%N'))(.0$/%[%$+".2:%<.+$-+,.()%8$/6$(3,),+9%,.%

8(+,$.+-%?,+#%K/'#.r-%0,-$(-$%(.0%1)2$/(+,7$%2'),+,-%(.0%+#$,/%*,/-+%0$&/$$%

/$)(+,7$-:%91+%!DDTc6;>SbJaH:%



! OO

% FS!G%% ]$$+$/-%M4%\#''-%m4%\/$98$.-%f%$+".2:%Q(2+1)'-$d6(..,+')%FQdMG%

8$/6$(3,),+9%,.0$@%,-%(%-1,+(3)$%6(/W$/%+'%,0$.+,*9%-135$2+-%,.%*(6,),$-%'*%

K/'#.r-%8(+,$.+-:%9.&+%($)+$%(2(AE%!DDTc)3=>CaZE:%

% FSHG%% "$(#'.%^4%A6$+#1/-+%]4%Q$7,%Co%$+".2:%<.+$-+,.()%8$/6$(3,),+9%,.%8(+,$.+-%

?,+#%K/'#.r-%0,-$(-$%(.0%+#$,/%*,/-+%0$&/$$%/$)(+,7$-:%91+%!DDHc66>OHEJO:%

% FSOG%% </7,.$%Po4%M(/-#())%o^:%<.2/$(-$0%,.+$-+,.()%8$/6$(3,),+9%8/$2$0$-%+#$%

'.-$+%'*%K/'#.r-%0,-$(-$%,.%(%-135$2+%?,+#%*(6,),()%/,-W:%9.&+%($)+$%(2(AE%

HEEEc))9FSG>!aTEJT:%

% FSTG%% "#5'0)$,*--'.%f4%A,&+#'/--'.%\4%K(/,&),(%I%$+".2:%A132),.,2()%,.+$-+,.()%

,.*)(66(+,'.>%(.%,.#$/,+$0%(3.'/6(),+9%,.%K/'#.r-%0,-$(-$%/$)(+,7$-n%

9.&+%($)+$%(2(AE%HEEOc)84FaG>!aHbJOa:%

% FSZG%% f1#.$/%A4%f1.,.&%K4%\$.-2#$)%o%$+".2:%\$.$+,2%3(-,-%*'/%,.2/$(-$0%

,.+$-+,.()%8$/6$(3,),+9%,.%*(6,),$-%?,+#%K/'#.r-%0,-$(-$>%/')$%'*%KCe[!Z%

OEHE,.-K%61+(+,'.n%91+%HEESc;;FOG>OTHJa:%

% FSSG%% M($0(%A4%N-1%QK4%Q,1%N%$+".2:%I'0H%61+(+,'.%,.%K/'#.r-%0,-$(-$%

8'+$.+,(+$-%I;JW(88(f%(2+,7,+9%(.0%<QJ!3$+(%8/'2$--,.&:%I-'$)-$%

HEEZc63<FZa!EG>aOTJb:%

% FSaG%% p'--%P4%B$#W(68%o4%B$#W(68%^%$+".2:%IU[HdKCe[!Z%6$0,(+$-%

,.012+,'.%'*%+#$%(.+,6,2/'3,()%8$8+,0$%#16(.%3$+(J0$*$.-,.JH:%G"H'(2"?,$@%

HEESc8:)FTG>HEEZJ!!:%



! OT

% FSbG%% B$#W(68%o4%A()X6(.%IN4%]'/+$/%P%$+".2:%e$012$0%](.$+#%2$))%()8#(J

0$*$.-,.-%,.%,)$()%K/'#.r-%0,-$(-$:%L%(-"O.+2"!-.3"I-'"S"I"!%

HEEZc)38FZEG>!b!HDJOT:%

% FSDG%% ;$0?,2W%o]4%Q(8',.+$%"^4%M$00,.&-%of%$+".2:%N$),2'3(2+$/%89)'/,%

(2+,7(+$-%69'-,.%),&#+J2#(,.%W,.(-$%+'%0,-/18+%2)(10,.JT%(.0%2)(10,.JZ%(.0%

,.2/$(-$%$8,+#$),()%8$/6$(3,),+9:%P)*$-+"P@@1)%HEEZc<6F!HG>abTTJZH:%

% FaEG%% A,6'.'7,2%<4%e'-$.3$/&%o4%^'1+-'1/,-%C%$+".2:%P.+$/'8(+#'&$.,2%

P-2#$/,2#,(%2'),%0$8#'-8#'/9)(+$-%(.0%0,--'2,(+$-%'22)10,.%*/'6%,.+$-+,.()%

$8,+#$),()%+,&#+%51.2+,'.-:%?$22"Q'-%(0'(2%HEEEc8FTG>OEZJ!Z:%

% Fa!G%% A2'++%^\4%M$00,.&-%of4%^,/W%[e%$+".2:%<.+$-+,.()%,.*$2+,'.%?,+#%\,(/0,(%

-88:%/$012$-%$8,+#$),()%3(//,$/%*1.2+,'.%,.%(%69'-,.%),&#+%2#(,.%W,.(-$J

0$8$.0$.+%*(-#,'.:%9.&+%($)+$%(2(AE%HEEHc)86FTG>!!aDJDE:%

% FaHG%% ;1/1-$%M4%;1/1-$%^4%A(-(W,%N%$+".2:%K'.7$/-,'.%'*%X'.1)($%'22)10$.+$-%

*/'6%+,&#+%+'%)$(W9%-+/(.0%+98$%39%,.+/'012,.&%2)(10,.JH%,.+'%M(0,.J[(/39%

2(.,.$%W,0.$9%<%2$))-:%G"?$22"H'(2%HEE!c);6FHG>HSOJaH:%

% FaOG%% ]/(-(0%A4%M,.&/,.'%e4%^(1W,.$.%^%$+".2:%<.*)(66(+'/9%8/'2$--$-%#(7$%

0,**$/$.+,()%$**$2+-%'.%2)(10,.-%H4%O%(.0%T%,.%2')'.,2%$8,+#$),()%2$))-:%N.0"

P)#$&+%HEEZc:;FDG>!!ODJSH:%

% FaTG%% \(--)$/%I4%e'#/%K4%A2#.$,0$/%C%$+".2:%<.*)(66(+'/9%3'?$)%0,-$(-$%,-%

(--'2,(+$0%?,+#%2#(.&$-%'*%$.+$/'29+,2%51.2+,'.-:%!@"G"L,E&'(2"

9.&+%(')+$&+"N'#$%"L,E&'(2%HEE!c8:)F!G>\H!SJ\HHb:%



! OZ

% FaZG%% A'0$/#')6%o[4%U)(,-'.%\4%]$+$/-'.%^N%$+".2:%C1&6$.+$0%,.2/$(-$%,.%+,&#+%

51.2+,'.%8$/6$(3,),+9%39%)16,.()%-+,61),%,.%+#$%.'.J,.*)(6$0%,)$16%'*%

K/'#.r-%0,-$(-$:%91+%HEEHc;3FOG>OEaJ!O:%

% FaSG%% N,)-0$.%eo4%M$00,.&-%of4%A1+#$/)(.0%Qe:%<.+$-+,.()%8$/6$(3,),+9%2#(.&$-%

,.%/$-8'.-$%+'%(2$+9)-(),29),2%(2,0%,.%/$)(+,7$-%'*%8(+,$.+-%?,+#%K/'#.r-%

0,-$(-$:%9.&+%($)+$%(2(AE%!DDSc))3>!ODZJTEO:%

% FaaG%% V(6'/(%AC4%N,)-0$.%eo4%M$00,.&-%of%$+".2:%<.+$-+,.()%8$/6$(3,),+9%3$*'/$%

(.0%(*+$/%,318/'*$.%,.%*(6,),$-%'*%2#,)0/$.%?,+#%K/'#.r-%0,-$(-$:%?.)"G"

9.&+%($)+$%(2%!DDDc)6F!G>O!JS:%

% FabG%% M(0-$.%^Q4%M()*(,/%[4%\/(9%[%$+".2:%<.+$/)$1W,.J!E%&$.$J0$*,2,$.+%6,2$%

0$7$)'8%(%8/,6(/9%,.+$-+,.()%8$/6$(3,),+9%0$*$2+%,.%/$-8'.-$%+'%$.+$/,2%

6,2/'*)'/(:%P)*2.@@"H(4$2"D'&%!DDDc;FTG>HSHJaE:%

% FaDG%% U)-'.%"A4%e$1+$/%f^4%A2'++%^\%$+".2:%"#$%8/,6(/9%0$*$2+%,.%$@8$/,6$.+()%

,)$,+,-%'/,&,.(+$-%*/'6%(%.'.#$6(+'8',$+,2%-'1/2$:%G"JK/"Q$3%

HEESc836FOG>ZT!JZH:%

% FbEG%% e$-+(JQ$.$/+%A4%A6,+#(6%o4%f(//$++%^P:%P8,+#$),()%09-*1.2+,'.%(--'2,(+$0%

?,+#%+#$%0$7$)'86$.+%'*%2'),+,-%,.%2'.7$.+,'.())9%#'1-$0%60/!(JdJ%6,2$:%

!@"G"L,E&'(2"9.&+%(')+$&+"N'#$%"L,E&'(2%HEEZc8:9F!G>\!ZOJ\!SH:%

% Fb!G%% ^1#.%e4%Q'#)$/%o4%e$..,2W%[%$+".2:%<.+$/)$1W,.J!EJ0$*,2,$.+%6,2$%0$7$)'8%

2#/'.,2%$.+$/'2'),+,-%t-$$%2'66$.+-u:%?%!DDOc<;FHG>HSOJaT:%



! OS

% FbHG%% M(0-$.%^Q4%M()*(,/%[4%\/(9%[%$+".2:%<.+$/)$1W,.J!E%&$.$J0$*,2,$.+%6,2$%

0$7$)'8%(%8/,6(/9%,.+$-+,.()%8$/6$(3,),+9%0$*$2+%,.%/$-8'.-$%+'%$.+$/,2%

6,2/'*)'/(:%P)*2.@@"H(4$2"D'&%!DDDc;FTG>HSHJaE:%

%
%



!"#$%&'()

*+%&,%-+#.($&'/&#0-.-%1(-+(%"&(*2345(363(/78,&9()

!"#"$%&'()*+,'-)&$

./0$%12#3242$5)+607$80&0(9'0*$-&$#::;$<=$>+/&$0'$9?$@#A7$*0B0?)C6$9$6C)&'9&0)+6$

9&*$C()8(066-B0$0&'0(),)?-'-6$6-5-?9($')$DE$9&*$/96$<00&$F-*0?=$+60*$96$9&$9&-59?$

5)*0?$)G$-&G?9559')(=$<)F0?$*-60960$@%HEA"$./0$80&0(9'-)&$)G$'/-6$5)+60$5)*0?$

05C/96-I0*$'/0$9?(09*=$06'9<?-6/0*$-5C)('9&,0$)G$%12#3$-&$-55+&0$/)50)6'96-6$

9&*$-&'06'-&9?$/09?'/"$./-6$,=')J-&0$-6$J0=$-&$-&/-<-'-&8$.2/0?C0($@./A#2'=C0$

-55+&-'=$<=$*)F&(08+?9'-&8$'/0$C()*+,'-)&$)G$%12#!$9&*$'+5)+($&0,()6-6$G9,')(2

9?C/9$@.KL2!A7$9&*$-&*+,-&8$'/0$C()*+,'-)&$)G$'(9&6G)(5-&8$8()F'/$G9,')($<0'9$

@.ML2"A7$9$,=')J-&0$9?6)$-&B)?B0*$-&$./#2'=C0$-55+&0$(08+?9'-)&"$%12#3$-6$9?6)$9$

6'-5+?9&'$)G$H2,0??$(06C)&60$9&*$9&'-<)*=$C()*+,'-)&7$9&*$-'$-&/-<-'6$

59,()C/98067$&9'+(9?$J-??0($@K>A$,0??6$9&*$./#2'=C0$.$,0??6$!"#$!%&'#@!A"$

%&'0(06'-&8?=7$5)(0$(0,0&'?=$*0B0?)C0*$9&-59?6$5)*0?6$F-'/$*0G-,-0&,-06$-&$

5)?0,+?06$-&B)?B0*$-&$'/0$%12#3$6-8&9?-&8$C9'/F9=$@DNL!2O$9&*$P.Q.2;A$9?6)$

*0B0?)C$9$6-5-?9($0&'0(),)?-'-6$@;ROA"

S'/0($()*0&'$5)*0?6$80&0(9'0*$<=$*0?0'-&8$)($5)*-G=-&8$80&06$'/9'$0&,)*0$)'/0($

-5C)('9&'$-55+&0$5)?0,+?067$6+,/$96$%12!7$.ML2T7$%12U7$.KL2V7$/+59&$

?0+J),='0$9&'-80&$@W1QA2H!U7$9&*$.$,0??$(0,0C')($9?C/9$@.DN2VA$9?6)$*0B0?)C$

-&'06'-&9?$-&G?9559'-)&7$6+8806'-&8$'/9'$%HE$*0B0?)C6$96$9$5+?'-G9,')(-9?$C(),066$

!
"!"#$%&'()"(*"+,'&"-,./+$%",.&"0$$)"/102'&,$3".&"/.%+"(*"."%$&$.%-,"/./$%4"!%%'$+."$+"
.24"51+6"78894":;<=>?@=A@;
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F/0(0$-55+&0$/)50)6'96-6$-6$<()J0&$<=$'/0$9<60&,0$)($'/0$)B0($0XC(066-)&$)($

+&*0($0XC(066-)&$)G$-55+&0$,)5C)&0&'6"$@YA"

E0C0&*-&8$+C)&$'/0$9&-59?$G9,-?-'=7$*-60960$-&$'/0$%12#3242$5)+60$/96$<00&$6/)F&$

')$*0B0?)C$96$09(?=$96$;F00J6$)G$9807$F/0&$5-,0$6'9('$*0B0?)C-&8$5+?'-G),9?$

-&G-?'(9'06$-&$'/0$?95-&9$C()C(-9$)G$'/0$,0,+57$9&*$96,0&*-&8$9&*$'(9&6B0(60$,)?)&$

@ZA"$$%12#3242$5-,0$9?6)$*0B0?)C$9&05-97$?0+J),=')6-67$6C?0&)5089?=7$0?0B9'0*$

-&'06'-&9?$C0(509<-?-'=$9&*$60850&'9?$-&G?9559'-)&$59-&?=$-&$'/0$,)?)&7$F-'/$

),,96-)&9?$'(9&65+(9?$+?,0(6$@#RZRUA"$W-6')?)8-,9??=7$'/060$5-,0$*0B0?)C$

5+?'-G),9?$?06-)&6$'/()+8/)+'$'/0$?9(80$-&'06'-&07$,/9(9,'0(-I0*$<=$0C-'/0?-9?$

/=C0(C?96-97$9&*$,(=C'$<(9&,/-&8"$./0$?95-&9$C()C(-9$-6$/09B-?=$-&G-?'(9'0*$F-'/$

*-B0(60$-55+&0$,0??67$-&,?+*-&8$&0+'()C/-?67$59,()C/98067$8-9&'$5+?'-&+,?09'0*$

,0??67$%55+&)8?)<+?-&@%8AQ$C)6-'-B0$H$,0??6$9&*$9,'-B9'0*$.$,0??6"$H=$Z$5)&'/6$)G$

9807$'/0$?06-)&6$<0,)50$988(9B9'0*$9&*$59=$0B)?B0$-&')$9*0&),9(,-&)596"$./0$

-&'06'-&9?$,=')J-&0$C()G-?0$-&$'/060$9&-59?6$-6$,/9(9,'0(-I0*$<=$0?0B9'0*$

,)&,0&'(9'-)&6$)G$%12#7$%12Z7$-&'0(G0()&$89559$@%LK2#A7$.KL2!7$96$F0??$96$/-8/$

&-'(-,$)X-*0$?0B0?6$@ZA"$D0??$'(9&6G0($0XC0(-50&'6$*0'0(5-&0*$'/9'$'/0$-&G?9559'-)&$

-&$'/060$9&-59?6$-6$*0C0&*0&'$)&$%12#3242$DEO[$.$,0??6$9&*$&)'$H$,0??6$@\A"

./0$60B0(-'=$)G$*-60960$-&$'/0$%12#3242$5)+60$-6$*0C0&*0&'$+C)&$'/0$80&0'-,$

<9,J8()+&*$9&*$'/0$0&B-()&50&'$-&$F/-,/$'/0$5)+60$-6$(9-60*$@#RZA"$]/0&$(9-60*$

+&*0($,)&B0&'-)&9?$,)&*-'-)&6$%12#3242$5-,0$*0B0?)C$'/0$5)6'$60B0(0$?06-)&67$

-&B)?B-&8$'/0$,)?)&$9&*$),,96-)&9??=$'/0$659??$-&'06'-&0"$E-60960$59&-G06'6$?066$

60B0(0?=$9&*$-6$(06'(-,'0*$')$'/0$,)?)&$F/0&$9&-59?6$9(0$(9-60*$+&*0($6C0,-G-,$

C9'/)80&$G(00$@P^LA$,)&*-'-)&6$@#RZA"$%&$,)&'(96'7$5-,0$(9-60*$-&$80(52G(00$

;\



,)&*-'-)&6$*)$&)'$*0B0?)C$*-60960$@:A"$L+('/0(5)(07$(0,)&6'-'+'-)&$6'+*-06$F-'/$

6C0,-G-,$5-,()<-9?$6'(9-&6$/9B0$6/)F&$'/9'$*-GG0(0&'$<9,'0(-9?$6C0,-06$?09*$')$

B9(=-&8$*08(006$-&$*-60960$60B0(-'="$L)($-&6'9&,07$9X0&-,$5-,0$(0,)&6'-'+'0*$F-'/$

()*+,'-'".)#/0+'&*)1*")2#3*0!1'4.1%*&#5*6.%!1+)$)($7.1%*&'!,*)#$+08.%+)$(059-&$

*-60960$G(007$F/0(0$96$9)15*&!15!.#1'0!2966),-9'0*$5-,0$*0B0?)C$5-?*$,)?-'-6"$%&$

,)&'(96'7$80(52G(00$9&-59?6$5)&)2966),-9'0*$F-'/$9"%*&'1'11+)#/.*1.0!)$)($

9"%*&'1'11+)#10'.1.*$*0B0?)C$9$5)(0$60B0(0$,)?-'-6$@#32#;A"$%'$-6$+&,?09($/)F$

,0('9-&$5-,())(89&-656$9(0$9<?0$')$-&*+,0$'/0$-55+&0$,/9&806$'/9'$?09*$')$,)?-'-6$

-&$'/-6$5)+60$5)*0?$9&*$/)F$)'/0(6$*)$&)'"$S&0$C)66-<-?-'=$-6$'/9'$6)50$<9,'0(-9$

9(0$9<?0$')$*-6(+C'$'/0$-&'06'-&9?$0C-'/0?-9?$<9((-0($9&*$,)50$-&$,)&'9,'$F-'/$'/0$

+&*0(?=-&8$?95-&9$C()C(-9$-55+&0$,0??67$F/0(0$'/0=$<08-&$9&$-55+&0$(09,'-)&$

'/9'$-&$'/0$9<60&,0$)G$%12#3$<0,)506$,/()&-,"$Q&$-&'0(06'-&8$6'+*=$<=$P=*)(9$*% #

.0$@#;A$6+CC)('6$'/-6$/=C)'/06-6$<=$*05)&6'(9'-&8$'/9'$9?'/)+8/$7:#$+08.%+)$*)06$

&)'$-&*+,0$,)?-'-6$-&$%12#3242$9&-59?67$-'$*-*$-&*+,0$*-60960$F/0&$'/0$5-,0$F0(0$

C(0B-)+6?=$'(09'0*$F-'/$-&*)50'/9,-&7$9$&)&26'0()-*09?$9&'-2-&G?9559')(=$*(+8$

@KPQ%EA$'/9'$*-6(+C'6$0C-'/0?-9?$C0(509<-?-'="$

]/0&$5096+(0*$-&$_66-&8$,/95<0(67$'/0$-&'06'-&9?$C0(509<-?-'=$)G$'/0$%12#3242$

5-,0$F96$0?0B9'0*$96$09(?=$96$!$F00J6$)G$9807$<)'/$-&$'/0$,)?)&$9&*$'/0$-?0+57$<+'$

C0(509<-?-'=$9CC09(0*$&)(59?$-&$'/0$-&'06'-&06$)G$9X0&-,$%12#3242$5-,07$6+8806'-&8$

'/9'$'/0$5-,()<-9?$G?)(9$-6$F/9'$*(-B06$9$*-6(+C'-)&$-&$'/0$0C-'/0?-9?$<9((-0($9&*$'/0$

6+<60`+0&'$,/()&-,$-&G?9559')(=$(06C)&60$@UA"$%&$)(*0($')$G+('/0($,/9(9,'0(-I0$'/0$

-&'06'-&9?$C0(509<-?-'=$-&$'/-6$9&-59?$5)*0?$9&*$')$6'+*=$-'6$966),-9'-)&$F-'/$'/0$

*-60960$C(),0667$F0$5096+(0*$C0(509<-?-'=$F00J?=$9&*$!"#$!$'$-&$*-GG0(0&'$

;:



60,'-)&6$)G$'/0$8+'$G()5$O2#U$F00J6$)G$980$9&*$,)5C9(0*$-'$')$'/0$-&'06'-&9?$

C0(509<-?-'=$)G$F-?*$'=C0$9&-59?6"$]0$9?6)$5096+(0*$'/0$60,(0'-)&$)G$

C()-&G?9559')(=$,=')J-&06$9'$*-GG0(0&'$'-50$C)-&'6$9&*$*0'0(5-&0*$9$(0?9'-)&6/-C$

<0'F00&$'/0$C0(509<-?-'=$*0G0,'$9&*$'/0$9CC09(9&,0$)G$-&G?9559'-)&$-&$'/0$8+'$)G$

'/0$%12#3242$5-,0"

!"!$a9'0(-9?6$9&*$a0'/)*6

;:;:<#="!-.0)

W)5)I=8)+6$%12#3242$5-,0$80&0(9'0*$)&$9$#!:$PB4bB$80&0'-,$<9,J8()+&*7$9&*$

#!:$PB4bB$,)&'()?6$F0(0$$/)+60*$+&*0($P^L$,)&*-'-)&6$+&'-?$F09&-&8$@;$F00J6A7$

F/0&$'/0=$F0(0$5)B0*$')$,)&B0&'-)&9?$9&-59?$/)+6-&8"$./0$5-,0$F0(0$/)+60*$-&$

Wb^Q$G-?'0($,9806$9&*$G0*$9$6'9&*9(*$5)+60$,/)F$*-0'"$./060$5-,0$F0(0$<(0*$9&*$

(9-60*$-&$'/0$9&-59?$G9,-?-'=$9'$'/0$_&-B0(6-'=$)G$Q?<0('9"$Q??$9&-59?$C(),0*+(06$

F0(0$,)&*+,'0*$-&$9,,)(*9&,0$F-'/$C()'),)?6$9CC()B0*$<=$-&6'-'+'-)&9?$Q&-59?$

D9(0$9&*$_60$D)55-''006"

./(00$9&*$9$/9?G$F00J$)?*$%12#3$2425-,0$9&*$#!:$PB4bB$,)&'()?6$F0(0$(9&*)5-I0*$

-&')$'F)$8()+C6$@&c#32#;$G)($09,/$8()+CA"$

;:;:;#>"?$!$'#6*&-*.4!0!%@#-*.)+&*-*"%

S&,0$0B0(=$F00J7$9??$5-,0$F0(0$/)+60*$-&$50'9<)?-,$,9806$9G'0($9$O$/)+($G96'$)G$

G))*$9&*$F9'0($9&*$-550*-9'0?=$9G'0($9$89B980$)G$3"!$5?$)G$9$6+89($C()<0$

,)&'9-&-&8$#33$58$)G$6+,()607$#!$58$)G$?9,'+?)607$\$58$)G$59&&-')?$9&*$Z$58$)G$
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6+,(9?)60"$QG'0($9$!!2/)+($,)??0,'-)&$)G$+(-&0$'/0$9&-59?6$F0(0$C?9,0*$-&$'/0-($

(06C0,'-B0$,98067$9&*$C()B-*0*$F-'/$G))*$9&*$F9'0("$

_(-&0$G()5$09,/$9&-59?$F96$,)??0,'0*$-&$'+<06$'(09'0*$F-'/$#33$d1$)G$9$#3$e$

./=5)?$6)?+'-)&$@#"3$84$#3$51$-6)C()C9&)?A$9&*$#33$d1$C9(9GG-&$)-?$@')$C(0B0&'$

+(-&0$0B9C)(9'-)&A"$$P95C?06$F0(0$G()I0&$9'$2U3fD$+&'-?$9&9?=6-6"$Q??$6+89(6$F0(0$

`+9&'-G-0*$<=$-)&$0X,/9&80$/-8/$C0(G)(59&,0$?-`+-*$,/()59')8(9C/=$@W^1DA$96$

C(0B-)+6?=$*06,(-<0*$@#OA"$H(-0G?=7$,0??)<-)60$F96$9**0*$96$9&$-&'0(&9?$6'9&*9(*7$

9&*$'/0$+(-&0$F96$G-?'0(0*$'/()+8/$9$3"O2d5$G-?'0($9&*$*-?+'0*$96$&0,0669(="$

P95C?06$F0(0$*0-)&-I0*$9&*$'/0&$-&g0,'0*$)&$9$E-)&0X$aQ2#$-)&$0X,/9&80$

,)?+5&"$P+89(6$F0(0$0?+'0*$F-'/$K9SW$9'$9$G?)F$(9'0$)G$3"O$5?45-&"$^09J6$F0(0$

*0'0,'0*$+6-&8$C+?60*$95C0()50'(-,$*0'0,'-)&$)&$9$E-)&0X$W^1D$9&*$`+9&'-'9'0*$

96$C09J$9(096"$L-&9?$*9'9$F0(0$(0C)('0*$96$0-'/0($G(9,'-)&9?$0X,(0'-)&6$@6+,()60$9&*$

6+,(9?)60A$)($96$9$(9'-)$)G$G(9,'-)&9?$0X,(0'-)&6$@?9,'+?)60259&&-')?A"$L(9,'-)&9?$

0X,(0'-)&$-6$*0G-&0*$96$'/0$G(9,'-)&$)G$'/0$89B980*$*)60$(0,)B0(0*$-&$'/0$+(-&0$

695C?0"$

P+,(9?)60$F96$9?6)$9669=0*$<=$W^1D"$P0C9(9'-)&$F96$9,/-0B0*$+6-&8$9$E-)&0X$

%)&C9,$KP#$,)?+5&$9&*$9,0')&-'(-?02F9'0($96$'/0$0?+0&'$9'$9$G?)F$(9'0$)G$#$5?45-&"$

E0'0,'-)&$F96$C0(G)(50*$F-'/$9&$0?0,'(),/05-,9?$*0'0,')($-&$9$G96/-)&$-*0&'-,9?$')$

'/0$)'/0($6+89(6"$L)($'/060$9669=67$'/0$-&'0(&9?$6'9&*9(*$+60*$F96$C/0&=?2 2E2

'/-)89?9,')6-*0$@P-859$D/05-,9?A$9**0*$')$'/0$-&-'-9?$+(-&0$695C?0$9'$9$

,)&,0&'(9'-)&$)G$3"#$5845?"$

O#



;:;:A#B))!"8#15.-4*&#.)).@

L)+($9&-59?6 $ G()5$09,/$8()+C$F0(0$+60*$ G)( $ '/0 $6'+*=$)G $0C-'/0?-9? $ '(9&6C)('$

G+&,'-)& $ 9' $ \ $F00J6 $ )G $ 980" $a-,0 $F0(0 $9&06'/0'-60* $ 9&* $ '/0& $ 0+'/9&-I0* $ <=$

,0(B-,9? $ *-6?),9'-)& $ 9&* $ 9 $ 60850&' $ )G $ C()X-59? $ g0g+&+5 $ 9&* $ C()X-59? $ ,)?)&$

(05)B0*" $./0$6950$6-'06$F0(0$+60*$-&$9?? $5-,0" $./0$5+,)69$F96$5)+&'0* $-&$

1+,-'0$,/95<0(6$0XC)6-&8$5+,)69?$9&*$60()69?$6+(G9,06$')$#3$5?$)G$)X=80&9'0*$

>(0<6$<+GG0($@-&$5ah$##Y$K9D?7$\$>D?7$#"!Y$D9D?!7$#"!$a8D?!7$!$>W!^SO7$!!Y$

K9WDS;R$CW$U";YA"$$./0$<+GG0(6$F0(0$59-&'9-&0*$9'$;U
fD$<=$9$/09'0*$F9'0($g9,J0'$

9&*$,-(,+?9'0*$<=$DS!4S!"$$L(+,')60$@#3$5aA$F96$9**0*$')$'/0$60()69?$9&*$5+,)69$

6-*06"$$L)($5096+(050&'$)G$<969?$59&&-')?$G?+X067$#$5a$)G$59&&-')?$F-'/$#3dhD-$

iW;j$F96$9**0*$')$'/0$5+,)69?$6-*0"$ $./0$6C)&'9&0)+6$'(9&60C-'/0?-9? $C)'0&'-9?$

*-GG0(0&,0$@^EA$F96$*0'0(5-&0*7$9&*$'/0$'-66+0$F96$,?95C0*$9'$I0()$B)?'980$<=$

,)&'-&+)+6?= $ -&'()*+,-&8 $ 9& $ 9CC()C(-9'0 $ 6/)('2,-(,+-' $ ,+((0&' $ @%6,A $ F-'/ $ 9&$

9+')59'-,$B)?'980$,?95C$@EkD$#333$])(?*$^(0,-6-)&$%&6'(+50&'67$P9(96)'97$L1A7$

0X,0C' $ G)( $Y2#3 $ 6 $ 0B0(= $Y $5-&+'06 $F/0&$^E$F96 $5096+(0* $<= $ (05)B-&8 $ '/0$

B)?'980 $,?95C" $ $.-66+0 $ -)& $ (06-6'9&,0 $ @#4MA $F96 $ ,9?,+?9'0* $ G()5$^E$9&* $ %6,$

9,,)(*-&8$')$S/5l6$19F$@#YA"$$H960?-&0$%6,$9&*$,)&*+,'9&,0$@MA$F0(0$5096+(0*$

9G'0($9$!325-&+'0$0`+-?-<(9'-)&$C0(-)*"$$%&,(09606$-&$%6,$F0(0$-&*+,0*$<=$9**-'-)&$

)G $ '/0 $ 9*0&=?9'0 $ ,=,?96029,'-B9'-&8 $ 980&'7 $ G)(6J)?-& $ @#32Y$ aA7 $ ') $ '/0 $ 60()69?$

6+(G9,0"$$bC-'/0?-9?$(06C)&6-B0&066$F96$*0G-&0*$96$'/0$59X-59?$-&,(0960$-&$%6,$')$

),,+($F-'/-&$Y$5-&+'06$)G$0XC)6+(0$')$'/0$60,(0'98)8+0"$$$

O!



;:;:C#D+1').0#E@%'F!"*#G*1&*%!'"

Q'$O7$\$9&*$#U$F00J6$)G$9807$659??$-&'06'-&9?$9&*$,)?)&-,$)(89&$,+?'+(06$F0(0$

C(0C9(0*$G()5$F-?*$'=C0$9&*$%12#3242$5-,0"$H0,9+60$)G$'/0$C9',/=$&9'+(0$)G$,)?-'-6$

-&$%12#3242$5-,0$F/)?0$,)?)&6$9&*$-?0+56$F0(0$(05)B0*7$G?+6/0*$F-'/$C/)6C/9'0$

<+GG0(0*$69?-&0$@^HPA7$9&*$m$)G$'/0$'-66+0$F96$,+'$?)&8-'+*-&9??=$9&*$(06+6C0&*0*$

-&$'-66+0$,+?'+(0$C?9'06$@L9?,)&$;3OZR$H0,')&$E-,J-&6)&$19<F9(07$1-&,)?&$^9(J7$

KnA$-&$N^a%$#ZO3$6+CC?050&'0*$F-'/$#3e$G0'9?$,9?G$60(+57$C0&-,-??-&$@#33$_45?A7$

6'(0C')5=,-&$@#33$_45?A"$D+?'+(06$F0(0$-&,+<9'0*$9'$;UoD$-&$Ye$DS!"$QG'0($!O$/7$

6+C0(&9'9&'6$F0(0$/9(B06'0*$9&*$6')(0*$9'$ U3oD$G)($9&9?=6-6$)G$,=')J-&0$?0B0?6"$

^0??0'6$F0(0$?0G'$')$*(=$G)($O$*9=6$9&*$F0-8/0*"$.KL2V$9&*$%LK2p$$?0B0?6$-&$,0??$

6+C0(&9'9&'6$F0(0$5096+(0*$-&$'(-C?-,9'0$+6-&8$0&I=502?-&J0*$-55+&)6)(<0&'$

9669=$@b1%PQA$J-'6$@a0*-,)(C7$a)&'(09?7$q+0<0,A"$

;:;:H#G%.%!)%!1.0#=".0@)!)

E9'9$9(0$0XC(0660*$96$509&6$r$6'9&*9(*$0(()($)G$'/0$509&$@PbaA"$D)5C9(-6)&6$

<0'F00&$8()+C6$F0(0$59*0$+6-&8$P'+*0&'l6$'$'06'$)($QKSkQ$F-'/$9$.+J0=$'06'$G)($

C)6'$/),$,)5C9(-6)&6"$Q??$,9?,+?9'-)&6$F0(0$C0(G)(50*$+6-&8$M(9C/C9*$^(-65$;"3$

@P9&$E-08)7$DQA7$9&*$6-8&-G-,9&,0$F96$966+50*$9'$($s$3"3Y"

O;



!";$N06+?'6

.)$*0'0(5-&0$F/0'/0($'/0(0$F96$9$C0(509<-?-'=$*0G0,'$-&$%12#3242$5-,07$F0$

0X95-&0*$659??$-&'06'-&9?$C0(509<-?-'=$G()5$O2#U$F00J6$)G$980$9&*$,)5C9(0*$-'$')$

F-?*2'=C0$5-,0"$./0$%12#3242$5-,0$6/)F0*$9&$-&,(0960*$659??$-&'06'-&9?$

C0(509<-?-'=$<08-&&-&8$9'$O$F00J6$)&$,)5C9(0*$')$'/0$PB4bB$#!:$F-?*2'=C0$5-,0"$

./0(0$F96$&)$6-8&-G-,9&'$*-GG0(0&,0$-&$896'()*+)*0&9?$C0(509<-?-'=$<0'F00&$'/0$

'F)$8()+C6$F/0(096$,)?)&-,$C0(509<-?-'=$F96$6-5-?9($<0'F00&$8()+C6$*+(-&8$'/0$

G-(6'$F00J6$<+'$96$*-60960$C()8(0660*$6+,(9?)60$0X,(0'-)&$-&,(0960*$6-8&-G-,9&'?=$-&$

%12#3242"$@L-8$!"#A"

L-8+(0$!"#$%&'06'-&9?$C0(509<-?-'=$)G$%12#3242$5-,0"$M96'()*+)*0&9?$@QA7$659??$

-&'06'-&9?$@HA$9&*$,)?)&-,$@DA$C0(509<-?-'=$5096+(050&'6$)G$F-?*$'=C0$@)C0&$

,-(,?06A$9&*$%12#3242$5-,0$@,?)60*$,-(,?06A$G()5$O2#U$F00J6$)G$980"$a-,0$F0(0$

8-B0&$9$5-X'+(0$)G$6+89(6$)(9??=$9&*$'/0-($+(-&0$F96$,)??0,'0*$)B0($!!$/(6"$P+89($

0X,(0'-)&$F96$5096+(0*$<=$-)&$0X,/9&80$,/()59')8(9C/=$@&c#32#;A"
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]0$9?6)$5096+(0*$659??$-&'06'-&9?$C0(509<-?-'=$*I#$!$'$9'$\$F00J6$)G$980$-&$

_66-&8$,/95<0(6$9&*$'/0(0$F96$9$6-8&-G-,9&'$-&,(0960$-&$59&&-')?$G?+X$9&*$9$

*0,(0960$-&$0?0,'(-,9?$(06-6'9&,0$-&$'/0$-?0+56$)G$%12#3242$5-,0$,)5C9(0*$')$F-?*$

'=C0$5-,0$@L-8"$!"!A"$./060$(06+?'6$6+8806'$'/9'7$+6-&8$!"#$!$'$9&*$*I#$!$'$50'/)*67$

'/0$C0(509<-?-'=$*0G0,'$-&$'/060$5-,0$-6$-&$'/0$659??$-&'06'-&0$9&*$'/9'$-'$C(0,0*06$

'/0$)&60'$)G$*-609607$F/-,/$-&$)+($%12#3242$,)?)&=$),,+(6$9G'0($#!$F00J6$)G$980"$

.)$*05)&6'(9'0$'/-67$F0$5096+(0*$'/0$,)&,0&'(9'-)&$)G$C()-&G?9559')(=$

,=')J-&06$%LK2p$9&*$.KL2V$-&$'/0$659??$-&'06'-&0$9&*$'/0$,)?)&$)G$'/060$5-,0$9'$O7$

\$9&*$#U$F00J6$)G$980"$./060$,=')J-&06$/9B0$<00&$6/)F&$')$<0$0?0B9'0*$-&$'/0$

,)?)&$)G$'/-6$9&-59?$5)*0?$-&$'/0$C(060&,0$)G$,)?-'-6$@#ZA"$Q6$6/)F&$-&$L-8$!";$'/0$

%12#3242$9&*$F-?*2'=C0$5-,0$C()*+,0*$6-5-?9($?0B0?6$)G$%LK2p$9&*$.KL2V$-&$<)'/$

'/0$659??$-&'06'-&0$9&*$'/0$,)?)&$9'$O$9&*$\$F00J6$<+'$'/0-($,=')J-&0$60,(0'-)&$

?0B0?6$F0(0$6-8&-G-,9&'?=$8(09'0($9'$#U$F00J6$)G$9807$F/0&$'/0$9&-59?6$0X/-<-'0*$

,)?-'-6"$%'$-6$-5C)('9&'$')$&)'0$'/9'$9?'/)+8/$,=')J-&0$?0B0?6$9(0$6-8&-G-,9&'?=$

0?0B9'0*$-&$'/0$659??$-&'06'-&07$/-6')?)8-,9?$*95980$F96$&)'$)<60(B0*$-&$'/0$

g0g+&+5$)($-?0+5$@*9'9$&)'$6/)F&A"$D?09(?=7$9<&)(59?$659??$-&'06'-&9?$

C0(509<-?-'=$C(0,0*0*$'/0$*0B0?)C50&'$)G$,)?-'-6$<=$'/-6$,(-'0(-)&"

OY
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L-8+(0$!"!$a9&&-')?$C0(509<-?-'=$@QA$9&*$0?0,'(-,9?$(06-6'9&,0$@HA$9,()66$'/0$659??$

-&'06'-&0$F96$5096+(0*$-&$_66-&8$,/95<0(6$9'$\$F00J6$)G$980"$%12#3$242$5-,0$

*-GG0(0*$6-8&-G-,9&'?=$G()5$F-?*2'=C0$5-,0R$C$s$3"3Y7$&c\"$
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L-8+(0$!";$D)&,0&'(9'-)&$%LK2p$@Q$9&*$DA$9&*$.KL2V$@H$9&*$EA$-&$659??$

-&'06'-&06$@Q$9&*$HA$9&*$,)?)&6$@D$9&*$EA$)G$%12#3$242$@<?9,J$<9(6A$9&*$F-?*$'=C0$

5-,0$@,?09($<9(6A$9'$O7$\$9&*$#U$F00J6$)G$980"$L)($<)'/$,=')J-&06$9&*$'-66+067$9$

6-8&-G-,9&'$-&,(0960$F96$)<60(B0*$<0'F00&$'/0$%12#3242$9&*$F-?*$'=C0$5-,0$)&?=$9'$

#U$F00J67$C$s$3"33#7$&cO2U"

OU



!"O$E-6,+66-)&

./0$%12#3242$5)+60$/96$<00&$F-*0?=$+60*$')$9&6F0($-5C)('9&'$`+06'-)&6$(089(*-&8$

'/0$C9'/)80&06-6$)G$%HE$96$-'$6/9(06$6-5-?9($,/9(9,'0(-6'-,6$F-'/$DE$-&$/+59&6"$

1-J0$/+59&$DE7$*-60960$-&$'/060$9&-59?6$),,+(6$<0,9+60$'/0(0$-6$9$80&0'-,$

6+6,0C'-<-?-'=$9&*$'/0$C(060&,0$)G$9&$9&'-80&-,$'(-880("$Q?'/)+8/$'/-6$'(-880($/96$

&)'$<00&$0?+,-*9'0*$=0'7$-'$-6$F-*0?=$9,,0C'0*$'/9'$-'$(06-*06$-&$'/0$,)5C?0X$

-&'06'-&9?$5-,()<-9?$G?)(97$9&*$'/9'$-'$-6$C()<9<?=$&)'$9$6-&8?0$5-,())(89&-657$96$

60B0(9?$6'(9-&6$,9&$,9+60$*-60960$F/0&$9*5-&-6'0(0*$')$9X0&-,$%12#3242$5-,0"$

Q&)'/0($B0(=$-5C)('9&'$G09'+(0$)G$'/-6$5)+60$5)*0?$-6$9&$-&,(0960$-&$-&'06'-&9?$

C0(509<-?-'="$H0,9+60$60B0(9?$-&G?9559')(=$50*-9')(6$,9&$,9+60$'/0$-&'06'-&9?$

5+,)69$')$?09J7$-'$/96$<00&$*-GG-,+?'$')$06'9<?-6/$F/0'/0($'/0$*0G0,'$-&$-&'06'-&9?$

C0(509<-?-'=$),,+(6$-&*0C0&*0&'?=$)G$-&G?9559'-)&$)($F/0'/0($-'$-6$9$C()*+,'$)G$-'"$

./0$(06+?'6$6/)F&$-&$'/-6$,/9C'0($*05)&6'(9'0$'/9'$-&,(0960*$-&'06'-&9?$

C0(509<-?-'=$,9&$),,+($F0??$<0G)(0$'/0$-&,(0960$-&$C()-&G?9559')(=$,=')J-&067$

C(0,0*-&8$,)?)&-,$*-60960$<=$60B0(9?$F00J6$-&$'/-6$5)+60$5)*0?"$%&'0(06'-&8?=7$'/0$

*0G0,'$-&$-&'06'-&9?$C0(509<-?-'=$-&$'/-6$9&-59?$5)*0?$-6$-&-'-9??=$-&$'/0$659??$

-&'06'-&07$9&$)(89&$'/9'7$9'$?096'$-&$)+($%12#3242$5-,0$,)?)&=7$*)06$&)'$0X/-<-'$

/-6')?)8-,9?$-&G?9559'-)&"

./060$G-&*-&86$(9-60*$60B0(9?$-5C)('9&'$`+06'-)&6"$L-(6'7$F/=$-6$'/0(0$&)$

-&G?9559'-)&$-&$'/0$659??$-&'06'-&0$)G$%12#32425-,0t$Q?'/)+8/$'/-6$F96$&)'$'06'0*$

0XC0(-50&'9??=$*+(-&8$5=$*),')(9?$F)(J7$)&0$,)+?*$6C0,+?9'0$'/9'$-'$-6$<0,9+60$)G$

O\



'F)$-5C)('9&'$,/9(9,'0(-6'-,6$)G$'/0$659??$-&'06'-&0h$-'6$C/=6-)?)8-,9?$,)&*-'-)&6$

9&*$-'6$(0*+,0*$5-,()<-9?$G?)(9$@,)5C9(0*$')$'/0$,)?)&A"$./0$659??$-&'06'-&0$/96$

'/0$0660&'-9?$C/=6-)?)8-,9?$G+&,'-)&6$)G$*-806'-&8$9&*$9<6)(<-&8$&+'(-0&'6"$./060$

,)5C?0X$C(),06606$9(0$-&$C9('$9,/-0B0*$<=$9$/09B=$60,(0'-)&$)G$G?+-*$-&')$'/0$

-&'06'-&9?$?+50&"$_&?-J0$'/0$659??$-&'06'-&07$)&0$)G$'/0$,)?)&l6$59-&$G+&,'-)&6$-6$

')$(09<6)(<$9$59g)(-'=$)G$'/-6$G?+-*$9&*$'/-6$-6$9,/-0B0*$<=$9$*0,(0960$-&$'/0$'(9&6-'$

'-50$)G$'/0$?+5-&9?$,)&'0&'6$-&$'/0$,)?)&"$./-6$5+,/$?)&80($'(9&6-'$'-50$-&$'/0$

,)?)&$,)+?*$/0?C$0XC?9-&$/)F$'/-6$60,'-)&$)G$'/0$-&'06'-&9?$6=6'05$-6$5)(0$C()&0$')$

0X/-<-'$-&G?9559'-)&"$Q$?)&80($'(9&6-'$'-50$,)+?*$9??)F$G)($9$C()?)&80*$

-&'0(9,'-)&$)G$5)(0$,)&,0&'(9'0*$?+5-&9?$,)&'0&'6$F-'/$'/0$,)?)&-,$5+,)697$

-&,(096-&8$'/0$)CC)('+&-'-06$G)($-&G?9559'-)&$')$*0B0?)C$-&$9$C(0*-6C)60*$/)6'"$

Q&)'/0($-5C)('9&'$*-GG0(0&,0$<0'F00&$'/0$,)?)&$9&*$'/0$659??$-&'06'-&0$'/9'$59=$

0XC?9-&$F/=$*-60960$(9(0?=$),,+(6$-&$'/0$%12#3242$5)+60$5)*0?$-6$'/0$95)+&'$9&*$

'/0$'=C0$)G$5-,()<-9?$G?)(9$'/9'$09,/$'-66+0$/9(<)+(6"$./0$,)?)&$C)6606606$-*09?$

C/=6-)?)8-,9?$,)&*-'-)&6$G)($5-,())(89&-656$')$9*/0(07$6+(B-B0$9&*$5+?'-C?=$-&$

B0(=$/-8/$&+5<0(6"$Q?'/)+8/$C(060&'7$'/0$5-,()<-9?$G?)(9$-&$'/0$G-(6'$'F)$'/-(*6$)G$

'/0$659??$-&'06'-&0$-6$&)'$96$/09B-?=$C)C+?9'0*$)($96$<-)*-B0(60$96$'/0$*-6'9?$-?0+5$

)($'/0$,)?)&$@#UA7$F/-,/$59=$(06+?'$-&$?066$-&G0,'-)&$G),-$9&*$,)&60`+0&'?=$?066$

-&G?9559'-)&$-&$'/0$659??$-&'06'-&0$-&$'/060$9&-59?6"$%&$/+59&67$DE$59&-G06'$

59-&?=$-&$'/0$?)F0($C)('-)&6$)G$'/0$-?0+5$9&*4)($'/0$,)?)&7$C)66-<?=$9?6)$<0,9+60$

)G$'/0$/-8/0($5-,()<-9?$?)9*$-&$'/060$60,'-)&6$)G$'/0$-&'06'-&0"

O:



Q&)'/0($`+06'-)&$'/9'$(059-&6$-6$F/0'/0($'/-6$C0(509<-?-'=$*0G0,'$-6$9$C(-59(=$

*0G0,'$)($-G$-'$-6$9$,)&60`+0&,0$)G$'/0$-&'0(9,'-)&6$)G$,0('9-&$'=C06$)G$

5-,())(89&-656$F-'/$'/0$-&'06'-&9?$5+,)69"$./-6$,)+?*$<0$096-?=$9**(0660*$<=$

5096+(-&8$-&'06'-&9?$C0(509<-?-'=$-&$80(52$G(00$5-,0$9'$*-GG0(0&'$'-50$C)-&'6"$
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Chapter 3

Increased intestinal permeability as a requirement for colitis in the IL-10-/-

mouse3

3.1 Introduction

Increased intestinal permeability has been proposed as a cause of systemic disease 

for decades. In several autoimmune diseases such as diabetes, CD and celiac 

disease, increased intestinal permeability has been recognized as an early feature 

of the disease. In CD, increased intestinal permeability has been described in non-

inflamed portions of the gut, as well as in healthy first degree relatives of patients, 

suggesting that this defect can occur independently of inflammation (1-5). A 

defect in intestinal permeability prior to the onset of inflammation has also been 

described in several animal models for IBD, including the IL-10 gene deficient 

(IL-10-/-) mouse, the SAMP mouse, and the mdra1a-/- mouse (6-8). However, 

whether this is an epiphenomenon, an early manifestation of disease or a critical 

step in disease pathogenesis is unknown and has been the subject of much debate. 

The regulation of paracellular traffic across the intestinal epithelial barrier occurs 

at the junctions between epithelial cells. Closest to the luminal side is the tight 

junction, a complex structure composed of protein fibrils that connect a cell’s 

actomyosin ring to the protein fibrils of the adjacent cell. The tight junction opens 

and closes in response to intra and extra cellular signals. These signals can be 

produced by the host (9-11) or by the bacteria in the lumen. (12;13) The 

                                                          
3 Part of this chapter has been published as a research paper: Arrieta et al, 2009. Gut;58(1):41-
48.
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bacterium Vibrio cholerae expresses a battery of toxins as virulence factors. One 

of them, the ZOT, opens the paracellular space of the small intestinal epithelium 

by binding to an apical receptor and redistributing the F-acting cytoskeleton via 

activation of protein PKC. (14;15)

Synthetic peptides corresponding to amino acids in the receptor-binding motif of 

ZOT have been synthesized as a ZOT agonist (AT-1002) and antagonist (AT-

1001). AT-1002 is a hexamer-peptide that reversibly decreases transepithelial 

resistance by rearranging the actin cytoskeleton via activation of src and mitogen 

activated protein (MAP) kinase pathways (16). AT-1001, also known as 

larazotide acetate, prevents the increase in paracellular permeability by 

competitively blocking the apical ZOT receptor and preventing the opening of 

tight junctions (17). This is believed to only occur in the small intestine as the 

ZOT/zonulin receptor has been found in the jejunum and distal ileum, but not in 

the colon (15). 

The development of these ZOT-derived peptides has allowed us to study in vivo 

the role of small intestinal permeability in the pathogenesis of colitis in IL-10-/-

mouse. This mouse develops a patchy, chronic colitis similar to human CD (18). 

From the point of view of this study, the IL-10 -/-   mouse model of disease has 

two important features.  Firstly, these animals have been described as having 

increased small intestinal permeability from very early in life and well before the 

onset of disease (19). Secondly, disease development is dependent upon luminal 

factors: it does not occur in animals raised under germ free conditions (6;20). 

These observations suggested that the colitis observed in these animals might 
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develop as a consequence of abnormal small intestinal permeability with 

increased presentation of a luminal agent to the mucosal immune system. This is a 

hypothesis that we have previously proposed for several other autoimmune 

diseases (21). 

Perhaps the best evidence suggesting that increased intestinal permeability has an 

etiological role in autoimmune disease comes from the BB rat model of diabetes. 

In these animals autoimmune Type 1 diabetes develops spontaneously in animals 

fed a normal diet, but can be prevented with a hydrolyzed diet. We have 

previously demonstrated that these animals have increased gastric and small 

intestinal permeability even when receiving a hydrolyzed diet (22). Furthermore, 

the expression of diabetes in animals consuming a chow diet can also be 

prevented by abolishing the increase in intestinal permeability with the ZOT

receptor antagonist AT-1001 (23). These data strongly suggest that, at least in this 

animal model of autoimmune disease, dietary antigens can initiate disease through 

a mechanism that involves increased gastrointestinal permeability. It also provides 

support for the concept that there may be novel means of preventing some 

autoimmune diseases by targeting increases in gastrointestinal permeability.

Therefore the goals of this study were to determine whether the previously 

reported leakiness of the small intestine could be modulated by treating IL-10-/-

animals with AT-1002 and AT-1001. By doing so, we were able to determine

whether decreasing small intestinal permeability prevents or ameliorates colitis, 

and conversely, whether increasing it worsens disease. 
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3.2 Materials and Methods

3.2.1 Animals

Homozygous IL-10-/- mice generated on a 129 Sv/Ev genetic background, and 

129 Sv/Ev controls were housed under specific pathogen-free conditions until 

weaning (3 weeks), when they were moved to conventional animal housing. The 

mice were housed in HEPA filter cages and fed a standard mouse chow diet. 

These mice were bred and raised in the animal facility at the University of 

Alberta. All animal procedures were conducted in accordance with protocols 

approved by institutional Animal Care and Use Committees.

3.2.2 Pharmacological therapy

3.2.2.1 AT-1001 treatment 

Three and a half week old IL-10-/- mice and 129 Sv/Ev controls were randomized 

into four groups (n=10-13 for each group). Starting at 4 weeks of age, 2 groups of 

IL-10-/- mice were treated with AT-1001 in their drinking water, whereas 1 group 

of 

IL-10-/- mice and 1 group of 129 Sv/Ev mice did not get the treatment. The 

drinking water of the two treatment groups was prepared daily by dissolving 

either 0.1 mg/ml (low dose) or 1.0 mg/ml (high dose) of AT-1001 in filtered 

distilled water. Placebo groups drank filtered distilled water prepared daily as 
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well. Mice were treated until 17 weeks of age, when animals were sacrificed by 

cervical dislocation. 

3.2.2.2 AT-1002 treatment

For the acute experiments with wild type mice, 129 Sv/Ev mice aged 8-9 weeks 

were randomized into 6 groups (n = 3-6 per group). These mice were orally 

gavaged with 0.2 ml of a sugar probe and individually placed in metabolic cages 

twice a week for 24 hrs over a period of two weeks for urine collection, in order 

to acclimatize them to the in vivo permeability measurement technique. After each 

24 hr period in metabolic cages mice were returned to their conventional housing. 

The permeability measurement done during the last acclimatization in metabolic 

cages was used as the basal permeability measurement. Twenty-four hours after 

the basal measurements, mice were gavaged with 0.1 ml of increasing 

concentrations of AT-1002 (0.0025, 0.025, 0.25, 1.25, 2.5 mg/g) and 0.2 ml of 

sugar probe, or 0.1 ml bovine serum albumin (BSA; 0.25 mg/g) and 0.2 ml sugar 

probe. Immediately after the gavage, mice were placed in metabolic cages for 24 

hr for urine collection, during which time they also received AT-1002 or bovine 

serum albumin (BSA) in drinking water, at the same concentrations as the oral 

gavages. Animals were returned to their conventional cages for a 24 hr recovery 

period and placed in metabolic cages once again to measure their permeability 

post-drug treatment.
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For the chronic experiment with IL-10-/- mice, animals aged 3.5 weeks were 

randomized into 2 groups (n = 9-11 per group). One group of IL-10-/- mice 

received AT-1002 in drinking water, whereas the other group of IL-10-/- mice 

received vehicle. The drinking water was prepared daily by dissolving 1 mg/ml of 

AT-1002 in filtered distilled water. The placebo group drank filtered distilled 

water as well. Treatment continued until 12 weeks of age, when animals were 

sacrificed by cervical dislocation. Permeability measurements were performed 

once every week.

AT-1001 and AT-1002 were graciously provided by ALBA Therapeutics 

(Baltimore, Maryland) as a powdered chemical. 

3.2.3 In-vivo permeability measurement

Mice were housed in metabolic cages after a 4 hour fast of food and water and 

immediately after a gavage of 0.2 ml of a sugar probe containing 100 mg of 

sucrose, 12 mg of lactulose, 8 mg of mannitol and 6 mg of sucralose. After the 

collection of urine the animals were placed in their respective cages, and provided 

with food and water. 

Urine from each animal was collected for 22-24 hours in collection tubes treated 

with 100 !L of a 10 % Thymol solution (1.0 g/ 10 mL isopropanol) and 100!L 

paraffin oil (to prevent urine evaporation).  Samples were frozen at -70ºC until 

analysis. All sugars were quantified by ion exchange HPLC as previously 

described (24). Briefly, cellobiose was added as an internal standard, and the urine 
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was filtered through a 0.4-!m filter and diluted as necessary. Samples were

deionized and then injected on a Dionex MA-1 ion exchange column. Sugars were 

eluted with NaOH at a flow rate of 0.4 ml/min. Peaks were detected using pulsed 

amperometric detection on a Dionex HPLC and quantitated as peak areas. Final 

data were reported as either fractional excretions (sucrose and sucralose) or as a 

ratio of fractional excretions (lactulose-mannitol). Fractional excretion is defined

as the fraction of the gavaged dose recovered in the urine sample. 

Sucralose was also assayed by HPLC. Separation was achieved using a Dionex 

Ionpac NS1 column and acetonitrile-water as the eluent at a flow rate of 1 ml/min. 

Detection was performed with an electrochemical detector in a fashion identical to 

the other sugars. For these assays, the internal standard used was phenyl- -D-

thiogalactoside (Sigma Chemical) added to the initial urine sample at a 

concentration of 0.1 mg/ml. 

3.2.4 Ussing chamber assay

Mice were euthanized at 8 weeks of age by cervical dislocation and a segment of 

colon removed. The mucosa was mounted in Lucite chambers exposing mucosal 

and serosal surfaces to 10 ml of oxygenated Krebs buffer (in mM: 115 NaCl, 8 

KCl, 1.25 CaCl2, 1.2 MgCl2, 2 KH2PO4, 225 NaHCO3; pH 7.35).  The buffers 

were maintained at 37ºC by a heated water jacket and circulated by CO2/O2.  

Fructose (10 mM) was added to the serosal and mucosa sides.  For measurement 

of basal mannitol fluxes, 1 mM of mannitol with 10 !:Ci [H3] was added to the 
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mucosal side.  The spontaneous transepithelial potential difference (PD) was 

determined, and the tissue was clamped at zero voltage by continuously 

introducing an appropriate short-circuit current (Isc) with an automatic voltage 

clamp (DVC 1000 World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL). Tissue ion 

resistance (1/G) was calculated from PD and Isc according to Ohm’s Law (25).  

3.2.5 Mucosal Cytokine and IgA secretion

At 17 weeks of age (AT-1001 treatment) or 12 weeks of age (AT-1002 treatment), 

small intestinal and colonic organ cultures were prepared from placebo and AT-

1002 treated IL-10 -/- mice. Because of the patchy nature of colitis in IL-10-/- mice 

whole colons were removed, flushed with PBS, and " of the tissue was cut 

longitudinally and resuspended in tissue culture plates (Falcon 3046; Becton 

Dickinson Labware, Lincoln Park, NJ) in RPMI 1640 supplemented with 10% 

fetal calf serum, penicillin (100 U/ml), streptomycin (100 U/ml), Cultures were 

incubated at 37°C in 5% CO2. After 24 h, supernatants were harvested and stored 

at 70°C for analysis of cytokine levels. Pellets were left to dry for 4 days and 

weighed. IgA, TNF- and IFN- levels in cell supernatants were measured using 

ELISA kits (Medicorp, Montreal, Quebec). Samples for IgA determination were 

diluted 1:100.
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3.2.6 Myeloperoxidase (MPO Assay)

At 17 weeks of age (AT-1001 treatment) or 12 weeks of age (AT-1002 treatment),

a section of the colon of all animals was removed upon dissection, weighed and 

immediately flash-frozen. Samples were kept at 70°C until determination of 

MPO concentrations. Levels of MPO in colonic tissue were measured using an 

ELISA kit (Cell Sciences Inc, Canton, Massachusetts).

3.2.7 Histologic Injury Grading

Upon sacrifice, ~ 7-9 cm of proximal, mid, distal ileum and the whole colon were 

harvested and fixed in 10% phosphate-buffered formalin. The same regions were 

dissected from each mouse. These samples were embedded in paraffin in toto, 

light microscopic examination. The 

slides were reviewed in a blinded fashion by a pathologist (J.S.D.) and were 

assigned a histological score for intestinal inflammation using a scheme modified 

from Saverymuttu et al (26).

3.2.8 Statistical Analysis

Normally distributed data are expressed as means ± SEM. Comparisons between 

groups were made using ANOVA with a Tukey test for post hoc comparisons. All 

calculations were performed using Graphpad Prism 3.0 (San Diego, CA), and 

significance was assumed at P < 0.05.
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3.3 Results

3.3.1 Effect of AT-1001 in small intestinal permeability and colitis in IL-10 -/-

mice

When given daily in the drinking water the ZOT antagonist AT-1001 was 

effective in decreasing small intestinal permeability in the IL-10-/- mice (Fig. 3.1). 

After 4 weeks of treatment, high dose AT-1001 reduced small intestinal 

permeability back to levels observed in control animals. This was evident from 8 

weeks of age (Fig. 3.1A). The animals treated with low dose AT-1001 showed a 

significant reduction in overall permeability (as expressed as the area under the 

permeability curve) as compared to the placebo group (Fig 3.1B), but this dose 

did not quite return small intestinal permeability to normal levels (Fig 3.1A).

The effect of AT-1001 in reducing small intestinal permeability was also evident 

in vitro at 8 weeks of age. As demonstrated in figure 3.2, small intestinal 

permeability to mannitol and electrical resistance were determined in Ussing 

chambers. Both doses of AT-1001 effectively reduced permeability to mannitol in 

the small intestine (Fig. 3.2A). Furthermore, the loss of electrical resistance, 

observed in the IL-10-/- animals, was prevented in the high dose treated group, but 

not in the low dose treated group (Fig. 3.2B). 
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Figure 3.1 . Small intestinal permeability is reduced with AT-1001. A) Small 

intestinal permeability was measured in IL-10-/- mice treated with high dose AT-

1001 (open squares), low dose (open circles) or placebo (closed circles) from 4 to 

17 weeks of age. The shaded area represents the mean ± 3 STD of the 

lactulose/mannitol ratios observed in wild type mice. Mice treated with the high 

dose of AT-1001 eventually reached the wild type range. B) Statistical analysis of 

the areas under the curve of small intestinal permeabilities for each group. The 

permeabilities of the groups treated with AT-1001 differed significantly from the 

placebo group; p < 0.05 (low dose), p < 0.01 (high dose), n=10-13. 
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Figure 3.2 AT-1001 reduced small intestinal permeability by 8 weeks. A) 

Mannitol flux was measured in Ussing chambers at 8 weeks of age and was 

increased in the IL-10-/- mice (p < 0.05). This increased was not observed in 

animals treated with AT-1001 (n=4-8). B) The electrical resistance was reduced in 

the IL-10-/- mice only (p < 0.01). AT-1001 treatment prevented this reduction 

(n=5-8).
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To test whether or not decreasing small intestinal permeability would affect the 

development of colonic disease, we evaluated several parameters of colonic 

disease. Over the entire course of the experiment we non-invasively determined 

epithelial colonic damage using the clearance of orally administered sucralose. 

Additional markers of colitis included in vitro colonic permeability at 8 weeks of 

age, and at 17 weeks of age, colonic cytokine secretion, MPO content and 

histology. 

At 8 weeks of age colonic permeability to mannitol was increased in the IL-10-/-

animals with a corresponding decrease in electrical resistance. In the treated 

animals these changes were largely prevented and both treated groups showed 

similar results to wild-type mice (Fig. 3.3A and B). This suggests that the early 

evidence of colonic disease, observed in IL-10-/- mice, is prevented or delayed by 

treatment with AT-1001.
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Figure 3.3 Attenuation of colonic permeability at 8 weeks. A) Colonic mannitol 

flux was increased in the IL-10-/- mice (p < 0.05). This increase was prevented by 

AT-1001 (n=5-8). B) Electrical resistance was reduced in the IL-10-/- mice and 

again prevented by AT-1001 (p < 0.05, n=5-8).
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Colonic damage was measured weekly using sucralose excretion (Fig 3.4). IL-10-

/- mice and controls excreted similar amounts of sucralose in their urine until week 

10, following which they started showing elevated amounts of sucralose (Fig 

3.4A). IL-10-/- animals had a significantly increased cumulative amount of 

damage as compared to the wild type animals (Fig 3.4B). Both treated groups had 

significantly less damage than the IL-10-/- animals but still significantly more than 

the wild type group. Treatment with AT-1001 appears to have significantly 

ameliorated, but not completely prevented colonic disease as determined by this 

parameter. 
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Figure 3.4 AT-1001 attenuates colonic damage. A) Sucralose excretion was 

measured weekly in IL-10-/- mice treated with a high dose of AT-1001 (open

squares), low dose (open circles) or placebo (closed circles) from 4 to 17 weeks of 

age. The data is shown relative to that from wild type animals, which is

represented in the shaded area. B) Statistical analysis of the areas under the curve 

of sucralose excretion for each group. (* p< 0.01; ** p< 0.05, n=10-13), 

suggesting that AT-1001 reduces but does not prevent colonic damage.
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At 17 weeks of age, IFN- -

in the groups treated with AT-1001. Only the IL-10-/- group showed significantly 

increased rates of cytokine secretion compared to the wild-type animals (Fig 3.5A 

and B). Neutrophil infiltration in the colon, as measured by tissue MPO content 

(Fig 3.5C), was increased in the IL-10-/- and low dose AT-1001 mice as compared 

to controls but was not significantly increased in the high dose treated group. 

Taken together, these data suggest that treatment with AT-1001, active in the 

small intestine was effective at reducing the colonic inflammation observed in 

these animals.
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Figure 3.5 Colonic secretion of IFN- TNF- content at 17 weeks. A 

and B) The IL-10 -/- mice had a significant increase in colonic secretion of these 

cytokines (p < 0.05). This increase was prevented by AT-1001 treatment (n=4-6). 

C) The IL-10 -/- mice and the mice treated with the low dose had a significant 

increase in MPO content (p < 0.05). High dose treatment of AT-1001 prevented 

this increase (n=4-6).
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A similar attenuation effect was observed histologically. These results are 

illustrated in figure 3.6. Significant inflammation was observed in the IL-10-/-

mice that was similar to that observed in those treated with the low dose of AT-

1001. However, those animals treated with the high dose of the compound had a 

significant reduction in this histological score, although it was still significantly 

greater than the scores observed in the control animals. 

Representative examples of the colonic histology are presented in fig 3.7. The 

upper panels are taken at 20X magnification whilst the lower are at 40X. Panels 

A/B illustrate the histological features observed in the background strain of 

animals with only a sprinkling of inflammatory cells in the lamina propria. This is 

in contrast to the IL-10-/- mice shown in Panels C/D where there is a marked 

increase in the inflammatory cell compartment. Panels E/F and G/H are 

representative sections taken from animals treated with the low and high doses of 

AT-1001 respectively. It can be appreciated that the inflammatory changes 

observed in these animals are less than that seen in the IL-10-/- mice.
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Figure 3.6 Histologic scoring. The IL-10-/- mice and the animals treated with a 

low dose AT-1001 had significantly increased histological scores as compared to 

the wild type mice (* p < 0.05). However, the high dose AT-1001 treated group 

had a histological score significantly lower than the untreated IL-10-/- animals (** 

p < 0.05), but this was still elevated significantly from the wild type controls 

(n=4-6). 
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Figure 3.7 Representative histology. All panels show colonic histology at 17 

weeks of age. The upper panels are pictures taken at 20X magnification whilst the 

lower are the same regions at 40X. Panels A/B represent tissue from the wild type 

animals while panels C/D are from the IL-10-/- mice. A clear inflammatory 

infiltrate is observed in the lamina propria of these animals. Panels E/F are from 

the low dose group while G/H are from the high dose treated animals. It can be 

appreciated that there is a significant reduction in the inflammatory component of 

the lesion observed in these animals. 
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It has been suggested that the ZOT receptor is absent in the colon, however, this 

work was done in rabbits, not mice (15). Therefore, to rule out the possibility that 

this pathway is present in the colon and that the effects observed throughout our 

experiments were a consequence of the drug in the colon, we performed a 

functional assay to test for the presence of a permeability effect in the colon using 

a ZOT peptide agonist (AT-1002). As observed in figure 3.8 after challenge with 

this agent, only small intestinal permeability was increased, while sucralose 

excretion stayed the same. This was true for both the IL-10-/- and wild type mice. 

Using increasing concentrations of AT-1002 we were able to demonstrate that the 

increase in lactulose/mannitol ratio was dose dependent and at 0 dose, up to the 

solubility limit of AT-1002, did we observe any effect in the colon (data not 

shown). When both wild-type and IL-10-/- animals were treated with a 

combination of AT-1001 and AT-1002, the increase in small intestinal 

permeability was abolished, demonstrating that the effect of AT-1002 to increase 

small intestinal permeability could be prevented or blocked by the same agent we 

used in the previous experiments.
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Figure 3.8 ZOT-mediated changes in permeability. A) Mice were treated with 

AT-1002 (1mg/ml) or a mixture of AT-1002 and AT-1001 (1mg/ml each) for 24 

hrs. AT-1002 increased small intestinal permeability (lactulose/mannitol ratio). 

The concomitant administration (AT 01 + AT 02) abrogated this increase. The 

same effect was demonstrated in IL-10-/- animals. BSA was used as a protein 

control (p < 0.05; n=4-12). B) Colonic permeability (sucralose excretion) was 

determined in the same animals. In contrast to small intestinal permeability, 

stimulation of the ZOT pathway had no effect in the colon of either wild type or 

IL-10-/- mice (n=4-12). 
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3.3.2 Effect of AT-1002 on intestinal permeability and inflammation in wild type 

mice

In order to test whether the tight junction modulator AT-1002, had an in vivo

effect similar to what had been demonstrated in vitro, (27) increasing 

concentrations of the drug where given by oral gavage and in drinking water to 

wild type mice. The mice had their basal intestinal permeability measured, 

followed by a 24-hour administration of the drug and a second permeability 

measurement. Finally, a third permeability measurement was performed 24 hours 

after the drug AT-1002 had been removed from the animals’ drinking water.  

A rapid change in small intestinal permeability, measured as the percentage 

change in the ratio of the fractional urinary excretions of mannitol and lactulose 

(lacman ratio), was detected in the animal groups that received the three highest 

doses of AT-1002 (fig 1A). The animals that received the two highest doses (1.25 

and 2.5 mg/g) showed signs of stress (reduced motility, lack of grooming) and 

diarrhea, so all subsequent experiments in IL-10 -/-mice were performed using an 

effective but lower dose (0.25 mg/g), which induced a ~30% change in lacman 

ratio during the 24-hour drug challenge. The effect of AT-1002 was also found to 

be short lived, as the animals returned to their basal small intestinal permeability 

within 24 hours after the drug had been removed from the drinking water (fig 3.9)
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Figure 3.9 Effect of AT-1002 in the small intestinal permeability of wild type 

mice. Percentage change in lacman ratio between the basal permeability 

measurement and the day of AT-1002 treatment, or 24 hrs after the removal of 

AT-1002. AT-1002 had a rapid and dose dependent effect in small intestinal 

permeability. The effect was short lived as small intestinal permeability returned 

to basal levels 24 h after AT-1002 was removed. * p<0.05; ** p<0.01, n = 3-6.  
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In order to determine whether increasing small intestinal permeability would 

induce inflammation in wild-type mice, mice given the three highest doses of AT-

1002 were sacrificed 96 hours after the drug was administered.  Small intestinal 

and colonic explants were cultured for 24 hours and IFN- and TNF-

analyzed. AT-1002 did not induce any increase in these pro-inflammatory 

cytokines in either the small intestine or the colon, (fig 3.10 A-D), suggesting that 

the rapid increase in small intestinal permeability caused by AT-1002 does not 

acutely induce an inflammatory response. 
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Figure 3.10 AT-1002 did not induce an acute inflammatory response in the gut. 

Secretion of IFN- (A and B) and TNF- (C and D) from small intestinal (A and 

C) and colonic (B and D) explants of mice treated with increasing doses of AT-

1002. No change in proinflammatory markers was observed 96 hours after the 

administration of AT-1002, n = 4-5.

3.3.3 Effect of AT-1002 in small intestinal permeability and colitis in IL-10 -/-

mice

Although we had shown that AT-1002 was effective at increasing small intestinal 

permeability in wild type mice, it was unclear if it would have a similar effect in 

the IL-10-/- mice. As we have shown previously, this mouse model has a 

significant increase in small intestinal permeability as early as 4 weeks of age and 

it was unknown if the tight junction modulator AT-1002, could increase the 

already elevated small intestinal permeability in this mouse. To test this, IL-10-/-

mice were given AT-1002 ad libitum in drinking water from 4 to 12 weeks of age. 

Weekly intestinal permeability measurements showed that AT-1002 was effective 

at increasing small intestinal permeability in IL-10-/- mice in most weeks, 

compared to the placebo group (fig 3.11A). Overall, AT-1002 caused a significant 

increase in small intestinal permeability, as expressed by the area under the 

permeability curve (fig 3.11B).
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Figure 3.11 AT-1002 increased small intestinal permeability in IL-10-/- mice. A) 

Small intestinal permeability was measured weekly in IL-10-/- mice treated with 

AT-1002 in drinking water (open circles) and placebo (closed circles), between 4-

12 weeks of age. The shaded area represents the mean (±3 SD) of the 

lactulose/mannitol ratios observed in wild type mice. B) Statistical analysis of 

areas under the curve of mice treated with AT-1002 treated or placebo. The small 

intestinal permeabilities from the AT-1002 treated group were significantly higher 

than the permeabilities of the control group; p<0.01, n = 9-11.
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At 12 weeks of age, TNF-

the group treated with AT-1002 (fig 3.12A), although the difference in IFN-

secretion did not reach statistical significance (fig 3.12B). Colonic MPO content, 

a marker of neutrophil infiltration, was also significantly increased in the group 

treated with AT-1002 (fig 3.12C). These data suggest that long term treatment

with AT-1002 and the consequent increase in small intestinal permeability 

enhanced an inflammatory response in the treated animals.
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Figure 3.12 AT-1002 increased inflammation in IL-10-/- mice. Colonic secretion 

of TNF- (A), IFN- (B) and (C) MPO from cultured tissue explants. Mice 

treated with AT-1002 showed a significant increase in TNF- and MPO. The 

apparent increase in IFN- did not reach statistical significance; p<0.01, n = 9-11.
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3.3.4 Effect of AT-1002 on IgA secretion

One of the main secretory products in the small intestine is secretory IgA (sIgA), 

a key immunoglobulin in the first line of defense of the epithelial barrier. Because 

AT-1002 showed such a marked effect in intestinal permeability in both wild type 

and IL-10-/- mice, we were interested in testing whether this increase in 

permeability was associated with an increase in total IgA secretion. To test this, 

small intestines were taken from the animals treated with AT-1002 and placebo 

during 12 weeks. Tissue explants were cultured for 24 hours and total IgA was 

measured in the supernatant. IL-10-/- mice treated with AT-1002 showed a 

significantly increased secretion of total IgA in the small intestine (fig 3.13).
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Figure 3.13 AT-1002 effect in IgA secretion. IgA was measured by ELISA in 

small intestinal explants of IL-10-/- mice treated with AT-1002 or placebo. AT-

1002 significantly increased IgA secretion at 12 weeks; p<0.05, n = 9-11. 
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3.4 Discussion

The etiology of Crohn’s disease is poorly understood. However, it has been 

proposed that three main features must be present for disease to occur: 1) a 

genetically susceptible mucosal immune system, 2) an antigen, or pro-

inflammatory compound, that reaches the gut and can trigger the susceptible 

immune system and 3) an alteration in gut barrier function that allows this antigen 

to have contact with the mucosal immune system (21). In this regard the IL-10

deficient mouse is an interesting model of human Crohn’s colitis. It does not 

develop colitis in the absence of intestinal bacterial flora, suggesting that one or 

more components within the enormously complex flora trigger the susceptible 

mucosal immune system to develop inflammation. 

The experiments presented here provide evidence that a break in small intestinal 

barrier function is a crucial event in the outcome of colitis in the IL-10-/- mouse. 

This and other animal models of Crohn’s disease, including the SAMP and the 

mdra-/- mouse have shown increased small intestinal permeability well before 

disease expression (6-8). This study extends these observations in an important 

manner by demonstrating that an increase in small intestinal permeability worsens 

the colonic inflammatory response. Other authors have also reported a similar 

association between an increase in intestinal permeability and the development of 

colitis in myosin light chain kinase (MLCK) transgenic mice. These mice express 

a constitutively active MLCK which disrupts the tight junction through 

cytoskeletal modification. While these mice do not spontaneously develop 

intestinal inflammation, they show subclinical inflammation in the intestinal 
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mucosa and an increase in susceptibility to the adoptive transfer of colitis-

inducing T cells (28). 

In our experiments with AT-1002 in wild type animals, we observed a fast and 

reversible effect of AT-1002, and further, that treatment with AT-1002 was 

effective in increasing the already elevated permeability in the IL-10-/- mice. This 

suggests that although the epithelium in these animals is leaky, the pathway by 

which AT-1002 opens the paracellular space is still active and can be stimulated 

to allow for even more passage of luminal material paracellularly.  One of the 

possibilities we considered with the use of AT-1002 was that it could induce 

hypersecretion of fluid into the lumen and produce diarrhea; therefore we opted to 

first perform a dose response experiment with wild-type mice. It was evident that 

the two highest doses of the drug (1.25 and 2.5 mg/g) did cause diarrhea, 

therefore we chose to use the next effective dose, which did not induce such a 

drastic change in permeability but also did not cause diarrhea.

Another possibility that needed to be tested was that the drug might induce an 

inflammatory response on its own. Assessment of the small intestine and colon 4 

days after administration of AT-1002 for 24 hours found no increase in any 

measured inflammatory marker. In contrast, administering AT-1002 chronically 

for 12 weeks in the colitis prone animals induced an increase in secretion of TNF-

and tissue MPO. 

Perhaps the most relevant finding in our study is that a reversal of this barrier 

defect can attenuate the disease, implying that the increased permeability is not 
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simply an epiphenomenon but rather is an important etiological event. It is 

important to recognize that in our experiment with AT-1001 even though colitis 

was ameliorated, it was not abolished. Even in the treated animals there was still 

histological evidence of mild inflammation as well as MPO accumulation. There 

are several potential explanations for this. First, animals received treatment only 

from the age of 4 weeks and small intestinal permeability was not reduced to 

“normal” until 8 weeks of age. Since the animals are weaned from their mothers 

at 3-4 weeks of age it is difficult to initiate this therapy any earlier. However, we 

know that the permeability defect is present by two weeks of age (6) and this 

suggests that we did not completely remove this potential inflammatory stimulus. 

Second, it is entirely possible that the colonic disease in this animal model is not 

only generated by events that occur proximally in the small intestine, but also by 

direct interaction of the colonic bacterial flora with the IL-10 deficient immune 

system. Thus, reducing antigen presentation in the small intestine may not 

completely abrogate disease as bacterial components could still induce secretion 

of proinflammatory cytokines in the colon and perpetuate inflammation (11;29).

Normal gastrointestinal permeability is tightly regulated through numerous 

mediators and signaling pathways. Recent work suggests that one pathway that 

regulates permeability involves ZOT. The identification of this pathway has also 

provided an opportunity for pharmacological manipulation of increased 

permeability associated with overactivity of this pathway. Because the ZOT 

receptor is not found in colonic epithelium (15), drugs that work via this 

mechanism should not have effects in the colon. To confirm that this was true in 
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our mice, we tested whether a ZOT-mediated event could be elicited in the colon 

under conditions identical to those used in our experiments. We used AT-1002, a 

peptide very similar to AT-1001 but an agonist of the ZOT receptor, and found 

that at a high concentration it could only increase small intestinal permeability. 

Moreover, when both the agonist and antagonist were given together the change 

in small intestinal permeability was prevented, suggesting that they act through 

the same pathway. These data suggest that the ZOT receptor is not present in the 

colon of mice (as described in the rabbit) but we cannot exclude the possibility 

that the peptides were simply degraded during their transit of the small intestine.  

However, regardless of which explanation is correct, these data suggest that the 

modulation of colitis severity observed in this study following treatment with AT-

1001 or AT-1002 was due to its effect in the small intestine.

In conclusion we believe that these experimental data support the hypothesis that 

in a genetically predisposed host, increased small intestinal permeability can 

contribute to the induction of inflammatory disease. In the BB rat the disease is 

expressed in the pancreatic islet cells (22), and reducing the abnormal 

permeability that precedes this disease with AT-1001 can ameliorate the resulting 

diabetes (23). The current study has extended these observations by 

demonstrating that in the IL-10-/- mouse abnormal small intestinal permeability 

not only precedes the development of colitis but it is also etiologically important. 

Loss of intestinal barrier function is not merely an early manifestation of colitis; it 

is a key etiological factor of the disease and part of what determines when and 

how severe the disease will manifest.
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The main question that remains is how an increase in paracellular permeability in 

the small intestine worsens colonic disease? One possibility is that by increasing 

small intestinal leakiness, material from the lamina propria can leak into the 

lumen and change the intestinal microbial flora by modifying the environmental 

conditions that establish the bacterial ecology in the gut. Another possible 

mechanism is that an increase in small intestinal permeability induces a change in 

antigen uptake and immune tolerance to oral antigens. Both of these possible 

mechanisms were tested and are discussed in the next two chapters.
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Chapter 5

Effect of increasing small intestinal permeability in the development of oral 

tolerance

5.1 Introduction

As discussed in previous chapters, IBD is a multifactorial disease that occurs due 

to an aberrant immune response to the commensal intestinal microbiota. Genetic 

associations have been identified in human IBD patients, involving the genes 

NOD2/CARD15 (1), OCTN1/2 (2), ATG16L (3) and IL-23R (4). Not 

surprisingly, most of these genes are involved in immune functions. The immune 

system associated with the intestinal mucosa is referred to as the gastrointestinal 

associated lymphoid tissue (GALT). Strategically placed in areas where external 

pathogens and antigens may gain access to the body, the GALT must integrate 

complex interactions among diet, external pathogens, and local immunological 

and non-immunological processes. It has been estimated that approximately 25 % 

of the intestinal mucosa is made up of lymphoid tissue (5). The GALT is 

composed of aggregated tissue in the form of Peyer’s patches (PP) and solitary 

lymphoid follicles, and non-aggregated cells in the lamina propria and 

intraepithelial regions of the intestine, as well as mesenteric lymph nodes (MLN)

(6) (Figure 5.1).
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Figure 5.1. Diagram of the gut-associated lymphoid tissue (GALT). The GALT 

consists of aggregated lymphoid follicles (PP and isolated lymphoid follicles) and 

the diffuse or non-aggregated tissue (lamina propria). The epithelium of 

aggregated follicles contains M cells, which are specialized in antigen sampling. 

Underneath is the subepithelial dome, which consists of germinal centers (GCs) of 

B cells in different stages of maturation, as well as dendritic cells (DCs) and T 

cells. Aggregated follicles are the inductive sites of immunity, where naïve T and 

B cells are activated, to then migrate to the (MLN) and into the effector sites of 

the GALT, the lamina propria. Within the lamina propria, mature B cells or 

plasma cells (PC) produce IgA, which gets actively transported into the intestinal 

lumen (7). 
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PPs are aggregates of lymphoid follicles found throughout the mucosa and 

submucosa of the small intestine. These patches contain both CD4+ and CD8+ T-

cells, as well as naïve B-cells, plasma cells, macrophages and dendritic cells (DC)

(6). Overlying the PPs are specialised epithelial cells known as M-cells, which 

endocytose, transport and release antigens from the gut into the PPs, where these 

antigens are presented on antigen presenting cells (APC) to T- and B-cells (6;8). 

Upon activation, B-cells undergo class-switching to produce IgA antibodies, a 

process that is facilitated by both activated CD4+ and CD8+ cells (6;8). Activated 

immune cells exit the PPs via the MLNs, enter the systemic circulation by way of 

the thoracic duct, and then specifically home back to populate the lamina propria 

and intraepithelial regions of the intestine (6;8;9). There is some evidence that 

suggests that there is even a certain preference of activated immune cells to 

migrate to effector sites in the vicinity of the effector site where the initial 

activation occurred (10). This suggests that the mucosal immune system 

compartmentalizes the cell-mediated immune response minimizing the 

involvement of the systemic immune system, unless it is required.

PPs represent a major ‘sampling’ site for particulate intestinal antigens. Solitary 

lymphoid follicles are present throughout the length of the intestinal tract, 

particularly in the colon and rectum, and have M-cells associated with the 

overlying epithelium (11). At present it is assumed that these follicles are 

functional equivalents of PPs.
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The lamina propria consists of a diffuse population of T- and B-cells, plasma cells 

(PC), mast cells and macrophages, all covered by a single layer of epithelial cells 

(6). The role of the intestinal epithelial cells (IECs) or enterocytes has evolved 

from cells involved mainly in digestion, absorption and transport of nutrients, to 

also a main role in immune regulation of the underlying cells of the lamina 

propria.

IECs are known to produce different chemokines and cytokines depending on the 

type of microbial molecules that become in contact with the epithelium (12). IECs 

have been shown to condition the immune response of dendritic cells by inducing 

the secretion of tolerogenic signals (IL-10) over active immunity signals (IL-12) 

(13). The enterocyte is also involved in antigen transport to underlying APCs, or 

they can present antigen themselves to lymphocytes. Moreover, the enterocyte is 

polarized in such way that antigen is processed within the apical portion of the 

cytoplasm and can be presented in the context of MHC class II in the basolateral 

surface (14).

Although not situated within the intestinal mucosa, the MLNs are considered part 

of the GALT. MLNs are composed of immune cells leaving and entering the gut 

and those that are part of the peripheral circulation. Immune cells drain to the 

intestinal lymphatics after differentiation in PPs, and pass through MLNs en route 

to the thoracic duct and then again en route back to the lamina propria regions of 

the gut (15).
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It is critical that protective immune responses are made to potential pathogens, yet 

it is equally important that hypersensitivity reactions to dietary antigens are 

minimized. Thus, most immune reactions to commensal bacteria and dietary 

antigens provoke a state of hyporesponsiveness towards those antigens, in a 

process known as oral tolerance. Oral tolerance is considered to be a fundamental 

component of immunological tolerance – the mechanism by which the immune 

system discriminates between self and non-self. Central tolerance accounts for the 

unresponsiveness to self antigens induced in central lymphoid organs like the 

thymus and the bone marrow (16), where as peripheral tolerance regulates 

peripheric self-reactive lymphocytes that were not selected against during the 

initial sorting (17). Unlike central and peripheral tolerance to self antigens, oral

tolerance prevents immunological responses to ‘safe’ foreign antigens. However, 

many of the mechanisms that the immune system uses to achieve peripheral 

tolerance also exist for mucosal tolerance. These mechanisms include clonal 

anergy, clonal deletion, and active suppression (18). However, unlike systemic 

peripheral tolerance, mucosal tolerance to a foreign antigen also involves a strong 

and specific humoral response to that antigen by IgA-producing plasma cells (19). 

This dichotomy between cell-mediated hyporesponsiveness and humoral 

immunity represents, like any other physiological response, a necessary 

evolutionary adaptation to the unique conditions in the mucosae, which are absent 

in the thymus or parenchymal tissues. Also, this ‘half-tolerance’ towards an 

innocuous foreign antigen suggests that at least some mechanisms underlying this 

response may not be the same as the ones in systemic tolerance. Most of the 
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lymphocytes in the LP are CD4+ T cells that produce particular cytokines (mostly 

IL-4, IL-10 and TGF- ) that induce B cell differentiation into IgA producing 

plasma cells and actively suppress cell-mediated immunity (19).  B cells in the 

effector sites are mostly plasma cells that produce IgA. This immunoglobulin is 

massively produced in the gut mucosa (~5g per day!) and it represents one of the 

first lines of defense against adhesion of bacteria to the mucosa, as well as 

neutralization of toxins and prevention of antigen internalization into the body 

(20). Most of the IgA is secreted into the gut lumen, and takes the form of 

secretory IgA, distinct from serum IgA. Secretory IgA (sIgA) is a dimer of two 

monomeric IgA molecules with an attached secretory component (the cleaved 

extracellular domain of a transmembrane protein expressed on intestinal epithelial 

cells). The secretory component facilitates the transport of IgA through the 

epithelium and into the gut lumen and protects IgA from degradation by intestinal 

enzymes and toxins (11). 

In general, the main function of the GALT is to discern between potentially 

harmful and innocuous antigens while maintaining mucosal and systemic 

homeostasis. In the former case the physiological response involves humoral and 

cell mediated immunity in the mucosal tissue and systemically. In the latter case it 

favours a mucosal humoral response in the absence of systemic cell-mediated 

immunity or delayed-type hypersensitivity.

The induction of mucosal tolerance depends on a number of factors, including the 

nature of the antigen, the dose of the antigen, the site of antigen uptake or entry, 
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the context of antigen presentation, the genetic background, the age of the host 

and the indigenous flora (21).

In terms of the type of antigen, it has been shown that the uptake of particulate 

antigens and T-cell dependent antigens regularly favours immunity vs. tolerance. 

In contrast, soluble proteins tend to induce tolerance. (22). The site of antigen

uptake is somewhat dependent on the nature of the antigen and it is critically 

important for the outcome of the immune response. Antigen can reach the GALT 

in three ways. The first and most described way is through M cells as explained 

before, and particulate antigens use this route preferentially, where as tolerogen 

antigens are less likely to use this route (23). Even though particulate antigens are 

usually not tolerogens, it has been shown that CD4+ T cells in the PP secrete 

TGF- , so this may be one pathway used to induce tolerance. The second route is 

the transcellular route and it involves the processing of the antigens in IECs. IECs 

have been also shown to secrete certain cytokines in vitro that are known to 

downregulate a Th1 response and to allow differentiation of lamina propria B 

cells into IgA-producing plasma cells (24). The third route is through the dentrite

extensions of dendritic cells (DCs) into the gut lumen (25). The paracellular route, 

via the junctional complex, is not considered a normal route of antigen entry as in 

healthy states it is generally impermeable to most large molecules. However, it 

has been shown that when permeability is compromised by inflammation, which 

would enable entry through paracellular route, oral tolerance is jeopardized 

(26;27).
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In this chapter we discuss another possible mechanism by which small intestinal 

permeability may control colonic inflammation in the IL-10-/- mouse. We 

hypothesized that by breaching the small intestinal epithelium there would be an 

increased entry of luminal dietary and bacterial antigens that could alter the 

physiological mechanisms of antigen uptake and/or presentation, leading to a loss 

of oral tolerance to these antigens.  We present in this chapter a proof-of-concept 

study in which a normal host was orally exposed for the first time to ovalbumin 

(OVA) under increased small intestinal permeability conditions and compared it 

to the tolerant response induced when OVA was given alone.

5.2 Materials and Methods

5.2.1 Animals

Male 129 Sv/Ev mice were housed under specific pathogen-free conditions until 

weaning (3.5 weeks), when they were moved to conventional animal housing. The 

mice were housed in HEPA filter cages and fed a standard mouse chow diet. 

These mice were bred and raised in the animal facility at the University of 

Alberta. All animal procedures were conducted in accordance with protocols 

approved by institutional Animal Care and Use Committees.
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5.2.2 Feeding and immunization regime

Three groups of 8-10 week-old wild type mice were orally gavaged once daily for 

five consecutive days with: 20 mg OVA (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), 20 BSA, or 20 

mg OVA + 6 mg AT-1002. The group that received AT-1002 by gavage also 

received the drug ad libitum in drinking water (1 mg/ml), whereas the other two 

groups received regular water. Two days after the last gavage all animals were 

immunized subcutaneously with 50 !g of OVA + complete Freunds adjuvant 

containing 50!g Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Difco, Detroit, MI). Two weeks 

later animals were gavaged once daily for 2 days with either 20mg of OVA or 

BSA. The next day the animals were sacrificed by cervical dislocation. (Fig. 5.2)

5 days

Daily oral gavage with OVA, 
BSA or OVA + AT-1002

2 days

Immunization with 
OVA+ CFA

2 weeks
Gavage with OVA

Sacrifice  

Figure 5.2 Feeding and immunization regime.

5.2.3 Cell cultures and proliferation assay

Spleens and MLN were dissected from the mice, minced between 2 frosted glass 

slides and strained through a 40 !m mesh strainer. Cells were harvested in 

complete RPMI-1640 with 10% v/v fecal bovine serum (FBS) and depleted of red 
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blood cells by osmotic shock with distilled water. MLN cells were pooled within 

each group. Cell numbers were calculated with the Z2 particle count and size 

analyzer (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA). Splenic and MLN cells were placed into 

the wells of 96 well plates at a concentration of 2 X 105 cells per well. Cells were 

stimulated with 100!g/ml OVA, plate-bound anti-CD3e clone 145-2C11 as a 

stimulation control (PharMingen, Canada) or medium alone as a negative control 

for 72 h at 37°C in a humidified incubator at 5% CO2. After 48 h of incubation, 

the plates were centrifuged and 150 !l supernatants were removed and stored for 

cytokine assays. Culture media was replaced with media containing [3H] 

thymidine (1!Ci/well) and plates were incubated for another 24 h. Cells were 

harvested and incorporation of thymidine was measured using the 1450 LCS 

Microbeta Trilux scintillation counter (Pelkin Elmer, Maltham, MA).

5.2.4 Flow cytometry

OVA-induced cell population changes were assessed by incubating 1 X 106 spleen 

cells in 12 well plates with complete RPMI-1640 with 10% v/v fecal bovine 

serum (FBS). Cells were stimulated with 100!g/ml OVA or 100!g/ml BSA as a 

negative control. After 72 h of incubation cells were washed and stained with the 

following fluorescence-coupled monoclonal antibodies (mAbs): anti-CD11b-

phycoerythrin (PE), anti-CD4-PE, anti CD25-fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC), 

anti CD3e-PerCP-Cy5.5, anti CD19- PE, anti IL-10-FITC, anti CD11c-FITC, anti 

CD8-PerCP-Cy5.5, anti CD25-allophycocyanin (APC) and anti FoxP3-PerCP-
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Cy5.5. All antibodies were purchased from eBiosciences (San Diego, CA). Cells 

were washed twice with PBS-1% BSA-0.01% sodium azide (NaN3), then fixed in 

1% paraformaldehyde and analyzed in a FACSCalibur flow cytometer (BD, San 

Jose, CA).

5.2.5 Analysis of anti-OVA Igs

Levels of OVA-specific Ig isotypes were determined by ELISA as previously 

described (28) in splenocyte culture supernatants (IgG) or intestinal tissue culture 

supernatants (IgE and IgA). Briefly, ELISA plates (Nunc, Rochester, NY) were 

coated overnight at 4ºC with 2!g/ml of OVA in 50mM sodium carbonate buffer 

with 0.02% NaN3 (pH 9.6). Plates were washed with PBS with 0.05% Tween-20 

and blocked for 2 h with PBS with 0.25% casein. Supernatant samples were 

serially diluted from 1:1-1:100 (spleen supernatants) or 1:5-1:1000 (gut tissue 

supernantants) in PBS with 0.25% casein and each dilution was plated and 

incubated for 2 h at room temperature. Plates were washed 3 times and incubated 

with biotinylated goat anti-mouse IgG (1:1000), IgA (1:50000) or IgE (1:6000) 

for 1h. Plates were washed 5 times and incubated with streptavidin- HRP (1:200). 

Plates were washed 3 times and incubated in the dark for 10-20 min with substrate 

solution containing H2O2 and tetramethylbenzidine. H2SO4 (2N) was used as a 

reaction stop solution. All antibodies and ELISA solutions were purchased from 

R&D Systems (Minneapolis, MN). Optical densities were determined at 450nm 
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using a Victor2 Wallac ELISA plate reader (Waltham, MA). Ig levels were 

calculated by adding up the optical densities for all dilutions per sample. This type 

of quantitative analysis has been shown to be accepted in the absence of external 

standards and is more reliable than single point values at a single dilution (29;30).

5.2.6 In vitro cytokine secretion by intestinal tissue

Upon dissection, whole colons and 8 cm sections of the proximal jejunum were 

removed, flushed with PBS, cut longitudinally and resuspended in tissue culture 

plates (Falcon 3046; Becton Dickinson Labware, Lincoln Park, NJ) in RPMI 

1640 supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum, penicillin (100 U/ml), 

streptomycin (100 U/ml) and a protease inhibitor cocktail containing AEBSF (104 

!M), Aprotinin (0.085 !M), Bestatin (4 !M), E-64 (1.4 !M), Leupeptin (2  !M), 

Pepstain A (1.5 !M; Sigma, St. Louis, MO) Cultures were incubated at 37°C in 

5% CO2. After 24 h, supernatants and tissues were homogenized and stored at 

70°C for analysis of cytokine and protein levels. Cytokine production was 

measured by ELISA using the following antibodies: anti-IFN- , anti-IL-2, anti-

IL-10 and anti-TGF- . All antibodies, cytokine standards and reagents were 

purchased in kits (DuoSet, R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA). Cytokine 

concentrations were normalized per amount of protein in each sample. Protein 

determination was performed with the BioRad DC Protein assay kit (Hercules, 

CA).
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5.2.7 Statistical analysis

Normally distributed data are expressed as means ± SEM. Comparisons between 

groups were made using paired student’s t-test (2 groups), or ANOVA (> 2 

groups) with a Tukey test for post hoc comparisons. All calculations were 

performed using Graphpad Prism 3.0 (San Diego, CA), and significance was 

assumed at P < 0.05.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 AT-1002 prevented oral tolerance to OVA

To determine if increasing small intestinal permeability would have an effect in 

the development of oral tolerance towards an antigen, mice were fed OVA, OVA 

with AT-1002 or the control protein BSA. Two days later they were immunized 

systemically with the antigen and 2 weeks later the immune response towards 

OVA was measured in the spleen and MLNs. Proliferation assays of spleen cells 

showed that when animals were fed OVA, compared to the BSA-fed controls, 

their splenocytes did not proliferate in the presence of OVA in vitro, suggestive of 

the development of tolerance (Figure 5.3a). When animals received OVA with 

AT-1002 their splenocytes proliferated, similar to cells from the BSA-fed mice, 

suggesting that tolerance to OVA has not been established (Figure 5.3a). 

Surprisingly, when the same assay was performed with cells isolated from MLNs, 

there was no difference in the rate of proliferation to OVA among treatments 

(Figure 5.3b).
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Figure 5.3 Proliferation assay of spleen and MLN cells to OVA. Wild type mice 

were fed OVA, or OVA + AT-1002 for 5 days. Control animals received BSA. 

Mice were later immunized with OVA and adjuvant and the spleen and MLN

cells were harvested 14 days later. Proliferation reactions were measured by [3H] 

thymidine uptake of cells cultured with OVA or BSA as a negative control, in 

triplicate wells. Bars represent the ratio of [3H] thymidine uptake in wells 

stimulated with OVA to wells cultured with BSA. There was a significant 

increase in splenocyte proliferation in response to OVA (a), whereas MLN cells 

did not show a difference in proliferation between groups (b). n=5-8;    ** p<0.05.
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To characterize the proliferative response observed in the spleen, cells incubated 

with and without OVA for 72 h were stained with different mAbs so as to 

establish the cell type(s) involved in the cell expansion process. Cells were 

stained with anti CD3e, a marker of T cells and anti CD19, a marker of B cells 

and the proportion of cells staining positive for each mAb determined using flow 

cytometry. After stimulating the cells in vitro with OVA it was observed CD19 

positive cells or B cells showed an increase in proportion of cells, where as CD3 

positive cells decreased in proportion to the splenocyte population (Figure 5.4).

Similar to what the proliferation assay showed, CD19 positive spleen cells from 

animals fed OVA + AT-1002 and animals fed BSA proliferated significantly 

more than CD19 positive spleen cells from animals fed OVA alone (Figure 5.4). 

There was no significant stimulation of cells with the negative control protein 

(data not shown).

Spleen cells were also stained with antibodies against CD4, CD8, CD25, FoxP3, 

IL-10, IL-4, IL-5, CD11b and CD11c. There was no significant change in CD4, 

CD8, IL-4 or IL-5 positive cells in any of the groups (data not shown). However, 

there were significant, yet small changes in the proportion of regulatory T cells 

(CD4+/CD25+/IL-10+/FoxP3+), CD11b+ and CD11c+ spleen cells. For these 3 

cell types, there was significant increase in population from animals fed OVA + 

AT-1002 compared to the BSA fed group (Figure 5.5).
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Figure 5.4 Spleen cell population change induced by OVA. Splenocytes from 

animals fed BSA (a), OVA (b), or OVA + AT-1002 (c), were cultured in triplicate 

wells in the presence of OVA for 72 h. Cells were stained with fluorescent anti-

CD3, a marker of T cells, or anti-CD19, a marker for B cells. A significant 

decrease in the proportion of CD19 positive cells (D) and an increase in CD3 

positive cells (E) was observed in the spleen cells from animals that were fed 

OVA, compared to animals fed BSA or OVA+ AT-1002. Bars represent the 

percentage cells after stimulation with OVA. n=5-8; * p<0.05.
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Figure 5.5 Proliferation of other cell types in the presence of OVA. Splenocytes 

from animals fed BSA, OVA, or OVA + AT-1002 were cultured in triplicate 

wells in the presence of BSA or OVA for 72 h. Cells were stained with 

fluorescent anti-CD4/CD25/FoxP3/IL-10 (a), anti-CD11b (b), or CD11c (c) and 

fluorescence was measured by flow cytometry. A significant increase in all 

markers was observed in splenocytes from animals fed OVA + AT-1002, 

compared to animals that were fed BSA. Bars represent the percentage difference 

in fluorescence between the wells cultured with OVA and wells cultured with 

negative control. n=5-8; * p<0.05
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5.3.2 AT-1002 increased the humoral response to OVA.

Because there was an increase in the proportion of B cells when exposed to OVA 

in vitro we determined if the same changes could be observed functionally by 

measuring the humoral response in the spleen (IgG) and in the gut mucosa (IgA 

and IgE). Similar to what was observed in the B cell response there was a 

significant increase in OVA-specific IgG production in the splenocyte culture 

supernatant from animals fed OVA + AT-1002 compared to animals that ingested 

OVA or BSA (Figure 5.6a).  Consistent with the ex-vivo splenocytes experiment, 

a similar result was observed for OVA-specific IgA in the gut when comparing 

the OVA and the OVA+AT-1002 (Figure 5.6b).  The amount of IgA in the 

mucosa of BSA treated mice did not differ from the OVA+AT-1002 treatment.  

There were no changes in IgE secretion among the 3 treatment groups (Figure 

5.6c).
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Figure 5.6 OVA-specific antibody secretion. Specific anti-OVA IgG (a), IgA (b), 

or IgE (c) was measured by ELISA in the supernatant of splenocytes cultured 

with OVA (a) or the supernatant of small intestinal tissue explants cultured with 

OVA (b,c). There was a significant increase in OVA specific splenic IgG and 

small intestinal IgA in animals fed OVA + AT-1002, compared to animals fed 

OVA alone. n=5-8; * p<0.05
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5.3.3 AT-1002 changed the intestinal immune response to OVA 

In order to study the immune response towards OVA in the gut we measured the 

cytokine response to OVA exposure in tissue explant cultures of small intestine 

and colon. Tissues were cultured in cell culture media, proteinase inhibitors and 

OVA for 24 h. The tissues and supernatants were homogenized and ELISA assays 

were performed to measure the Th1 type cytokines IFN- and IL-2, as well as the 

cytokines involved in oral tolerance, IL-10 and TGF- . .

There were no significant differences in IFN- and IL-2 production in the small 

intestines after OVA treatment amongst the three groups (Figure 5.7a,b). 

However, there was a significant increase in IL-10 and TGF- concentrations in 

the small intestines from animals that were orally exposed to OVA alone. This 

cytokine response towards a fed antigen was prevented when OVA was given 

with AT-1002 (Figure 5.7c,d). 

The cytokine response was also measured in colonic tissue explants. There were 

no significant differences in IFN- or TGF- concentration amongst treatments 

after OVA exposure (Figure 5.8a,d).  However there was a significantly lower IL-

2 concentration in the groups fed with OVA and OVA + AT-1002 compared to 

the BSA treatment.  This suggests that feeding OVA in either the absence or

presence of AT-1002 did not induce a proliferative response (as indicated by IL-

2) to this antigen in the colon (Figure 5.8b). Most interestingly, colonic IL-10 

concentrations were higher in response to OVA compared to BSA and this did not 

occur in colons from OVA + AT-1002 fed mice (Figure 5.8c), suggesting that 
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even when the permeability change occurred in the small intestine this immune 

response towards OVA was observed in the colon as well.
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Figure 5.7 Cytokine production in small intestinal tissue explants. Production of 

IFN- -2 (b), IL-10 (c) and TGF-

supernatant of small intestinal tissue explants from animals fed OVA, OVA + 

AT-1002 or BSA. Bars represent the average of triplicate wells cultured with 

OVA for 24h. Administration of AT-1002 with OVA prevented the increase in 

IL-10 and TGF- -8; * p<0.05
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Figure 5.8 Cytokine production in colonic tissue explants. Production of IFN-

(a), IL-2 (b), IL-10 (c) and TGF- (d) was measured by ELISA in the supernatant 

of colonic tissue explants from animals fed OVA, OVA + AT-1002 or BSA. Bars 

represent the average of triplicate wells cultured with OVA for 24h. There was a 

significant reduction in IL-2 production in explants from animals fed OVA or 

OVA + AT-1002. In addition, administration of AT-1002 with OVA prevented 

the increase in IL-10 produced in orally tolerised mice. n=5-8; * p<0.05
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5.4 Discussion

The intestinal immune system has the difficult task of discriminating between 

pathogenic organisms and innocuous dietary or commensal bacterial antigens. 

This constant decision-making process takes place in an environment with the 

highest antigenic load in the body. As a result, the physiological adaptation to 

such conditions is a status of immune hyporesponsiveness to non harmful 

antigens, or oral tolerance. This tolerant state is achieved by actively suppressing 

cell mediated immunity and promoting B cell differentiation into IgA-producing 

plasma cells in an environment rich in IL-4, IL-10 and TGF- (19). This 

adaptation prevents potentially harmful cell mediated immune responses that 

would injure the mucosa. An intact mucosal architecture is important in the 

induction of oral tolerance because it controls for proper antigen uptake and 

presentation. The small intestinal mucosa possesses the majority of lymphoid 

structures and it is likely the major site where oral tolerance is induced (18). 

Therefore, we believe that a breach in the small intestinal mucosa can lead to a 

breakdown of the processes involved in oral tolerance induction and to 

inflammatory diseases like IBD. In this study we showed that increasing small 

intestinal permeability has a significant effect in the development of oral tolerance 

in a normal host. Performing this study in wild type animals was important in 

order to determine whether an increase in paracellular permeability would 

compromise oral tolerance in the absence of inflammation,. 

In a normal host the immune response to an oral antigen is characterized by the 

production of specific IgA in the intestinal mucosa and the absence of a systemic 
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immune response towards the fed antigen. In this study we showed how simply 

increasing small intestinal paracellular permeability induced a systemic immune 

response to OVA. This immune response was characterized by OVA-specific 

antibodies producing B cells, suggesting that increasing small intestinal 

permeability alone is not sufficient to induce a T cell-mediated immune reaction 

in a healthy host. In a host genetically predisposed to inflammation, such as the 

IL-10-/- mouse, the immune response to an antigen under increased small 

intestinal conditions may be one of cell-mediated immunity instead of a humoral 

response, leading to a chronic inflammatory state and tissue injury. This may be 

the same in IBD patients as they have been shown to fail to develop oral tolerance 

to dietary antigens (31) as well as their own commensal bacterial flora (32;33)

and they also have higher titers of antibodies against food antigens in blood (34).

When OVA was fed with AT-1002, there were also changes in the expansion of 

other cell populations: CD4+/CD25+/FoxP3+ regulatory T cells, CD11b+ cells 

and CD11c+ cells. In contrast to the observed expansion of B cells, the increase 

in those cell populations was exclusive to the group of animals fed with AT-1002 

+ OVA. This suggests that although there was a similar B cell expansion in both 

the AT-1002 + OVA fed group and the BSA fed control group, there are other 

immune mechanisms that are triggered when small intestinal permeability is 

increased. Regulatory T cells are an important group of cells in the 

downregulation of Th-1 type immune responses. Perhaps the expansion of 

regulatory T cells in the animals that received AT-1002 is a necessary mechanism 

induced in a normal host in order to avoid a Th-1 type response towards an 
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antigen that does not enter the gut mucosa via the classical routes of antigen entry. 

Similarly, the relative increase in CD11b+ and CD11c+, markers of macrophages 

and dendritic cells respectively, may occur as a response to an increase in 

intestinal permeability and the consequent increase in antigen up taken in the gut. 

This could explain why these cell populations were not increased in control 

animals that were never fed OVA, although future research is necessary to 

elucidate the functional reason for those cell populations to expand.

The intestinal immune response to OVA showed interesting differences between 

the animals that received OVA alone or with AT-1002. In both the small intestine 

and the colon the physiological response to OVA, when previously fed, is to 

produce IL-10 and TGF-

tolerance. In contrast, IL-10 production did not occur in the small intestine and 

the colon when the antigen was fed under increased small intestinal permeability. 

This suggests that the decision between tolerance vs. immunity is likely taking 

place in the small intestine and that the immune cells activated by OVA can 

relocate to other mucosal sites as effector cells, where they can initiate a chronic 

inflammatory response. This may also explain the pathogenesis of other 

autoimmune diseases like diabetes type 1, where it has been shown that reducing 

small intestinal permeability prevented the destruction of pancreatic -cells (35). 

We believe that these data support our hypothesis in that an increase in small 

intestinal permeability changes the immune response to an antigen presented 

orally, by involving the systemic immune system (normally ignorant to dietary 

antigens) and by preventing the production of anti-inflammatory cytokines 
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throughout the intestinal mucosa. Coupled with our previous data in IL-10-/- mice, 

prevention of oral tolerance induction may be one of the mechanisms by which 

small intestinal permeability modulates the severity of colitis in this mouse model. 
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Chapter 6

General Discussion

The small intestinal mucosa acts as the first window of interaction between the 

external environment and the host. This large surface area has adapted to digest 

and absorb nutrients from an incredibly complex mixture of substances and 

microorganisms, some of which have the potential to cause harm to the host if 

given the opportunity. This difficult task is accomplished by acting as a semi 

permeable surface, one that efficiently absorbs water and micronutrients 

transcellularly and paracellularly, and excludes most other luminal components. 

Unlike the transcellular route, the paracellular route is not regulated by specific 

receptors, pumps and channels. Instead, its barrier capability is based on charge 

and size selectivity, and the physiological pathways that control the paracellular 

route are just beginning to be elucidated. By measuring paracellular permeability 

it has been established that it is augmentated in certain pathologies, including 

IBD. Although it is currently unknown exactly how this disease originates, there 

are several requirements that need to be present: intestinal bacterial antigens and 

an aberrant immune response towards them. The work presented in this doctoral 

thesis allows me to conclude that increased paracellular small intestinal 

permeability also has a key role in the pathogenesis of colitis in the IL-10-/-mouse 

and that it is not just an early manifestation of disease (Figure 6.1). 
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Figure 6.1 Proposed role of small intestinal permeability in the pathogenesis of 

colitis. A. In a healthy host with normal small intestinal permeability, antigen 

sampling occurs via classical routes (1) which induces the secretion of tolerogenic 

signals by IECs. DCs with up taken antigen travel to the MLN (2) where they 

encounter naïve T cells. In the MLN, antigen presentation takes place in a 

cytokine milieu rich in IL-10 and IL-4, committing T cells into Tregs or Th2-type 

T cells (TC). These T cells activate B cells (BC) into IgA- producing PCs (3). 

Activated T and B cells migrate back to the small intestine and to the colonic 

lamina propria (4), where they contribute by secreting tolerogenic signals. PCs 

produce large amounts of IgA, which gets assembled in its dimeric sIgA form and 

transported through the IEC into the lumen, helping to keep the microbial flora ‘in 

check’ (5).

B. In a genetically predisposed host unable to produce IL-10 and with increased 

small intestinal permeability antigen crosses the intestinal epithelial barrier with 

ease (1) which induces secretion of pro-inflammatory signals by IECs. DCs travel 

to the MLN (2) and present food and microbial antigens to TCs in the MLN in a 

milieu rich in IL-12, committing the TC to Th-1 type T cells. BCs are also 

activated by TCs or antigens themselves and become PCs (3). T cells and PCs 

migrate to the small intestinal and colonic mucosae. In the colon, pro-

inflammatory cytokines injure the epithelial barrier, facilitating entry of microbes 

and initiating inflammation (4). PCs produce high amounts of monomeric IgA 

which is able to ‘escape’ paracellularly into the lumen before it becomes sIgA, 

hindering its function and possibly altering the colonic microbial ecology (5).  
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We also propose that increased permeability in the small intestinal mucosa may

have an initiating role in the pathogenesis of intestinal and extraintestinal disease 

in humans. The exciting observation that selectively decreasing small intestinal 

permeability attenuates colitis in a well established mouse model supports our 

hypothesis and opens the possibility of using the small intestinal mucosa as a 

target organ to treat pharmaceutically in order to ameliorate disease in the colon. 

In fact, these efforts have already begun and one of the drugs used in our 

experiments (AT-1001) is currently being tested in pharmaceutical trials. Recent 

clinical studies with this drug demonstrated that it prevents some of the immune 

related events triggered by a gluten challenge in patients with celiac disease, 

suggesting its potential as a treatment for celiac disease, a disorder that does not 

have a pharmaceutical treatment yet (1). 

Elucidating how events in the small intestinal mucosa can lead to disease in the 

colon, or elsewhere may also provide us with novel approaches to treat disease. 

We showed that increasing intestinal permeability changes the colonic flora of IL-

10-/- and wild type mice. It is unknown whether these changes were permanent or 

just reflected the temporary increase in permeability induced by AT-1002. 

However, even temporary changes such as antibiotic or probiotic treatment can be 

significant in the health of the host. 

Another important observation was the significant increase in total IgA secretion 

after AT-1002 treatment, both in IL-10-/- and wild type mice. The role of IgA in 

the gut has always been perceived as protective to the host, yet we showed in the 

IL-10-/- mouse that an increase in IgA secretion is associated with an increase in 
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colonic inflammation and a change in microbial flora. Although our experiments 

did not address whether IgA mediated those changes, it is interesting to speculate 

that a significant increase in IgA secretion due to abnormally increased 

paracellular permeability might be detrimental to the maintenance of gut 

homeostasis. As mentioned in a previous chapter, the leak of unassembled 

monomeric IgA into the lumen may reduce the amount of dimeric sIgA and its 

functional ability to act as a first line of defense towards luminal microorganisms.

Finally, our experiments suggest that another mechanism by which increasing 

small intestinal permeability modulates colonic disease is by altering the 

mechanisms that induce oral tolerance. As explained before, oral tolerance is the 

default response to the vast majority of antigens in the gut and it can be achieved 

by many immune mechanisms. It was very exciting to observe that just increasing 

small intestinal permeability, in the absence of inflammation, would change the 

immune response towards an innocuous antigen. This also supports our 

hypothesis in that the intestinal mucosa has an essential role in the decision of 

immunity vs. tolerance. Although increasing small intestinal permeability is not 

sufficient to induce a cell mediated response towards the soluble dietary antigen 

OVA in a healthy host, it might prove sufficient in an immune deficient host 

unable to properly downregulate an inflammatory response towards an otherwise 

innocuous antigen. 

Like most scientific studies, the ones presented in this thesis are not without 

limitations. First, although we speculate that the increase in small intestinal 

permeability is due to the defective interactions between bacteria and the 
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epithelial barrier of IL-10-/- mice, this was not shown experimentally. Comparing 

intestinal permeabilities in vivo between germ-free IL-10-/- mice and germ-free 

wild type mice would show if the presence of microbes accounts for the elevation 

in small intestinal permeability, or if perhaps the lack of IL-10 also contributes to 

the increase in permeability.

Second, our oral tolerance experiments indicate that increasing small intestinal 

permeability changes the cytokine secretion patterns in the colon and we 

speculated that this is due to the migration of activated T and B cells to the colon. 

However, we did not show that these cells can travel to the colon. An adoptive 

transfer assay with radioisotope-labeled T cells isolated from the small intestine 

of AT-1002-treated mice into naïve mice would show if these cells have the 

capacity to relocate to the colon and other mucosal sites. 

Third, our oral tolerance experiments were performed with a dietary antigen 

mainly because of the necessity to use an antigen that had never been in contact 

with the mice. A more realistic experiment would involve a particulate antigen of 

microbial origin with the ability to induce a stronger immune response. Finding 

an antigen with all of these characteristics is not an easy task because it is 

virtually impossible to know all of the microbial antigens already present in the 

mouse’s intestinal flora. An antigen from a protozoan or a helminth may be a 

good option as most mice raised under SPF conditions have never been exposed 

to these parasites.
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Another limitation of our study is the lack of taxonomic information from the 

microbial flora of the AT-1002 treated animals. Future research with more robust 

genetic fingerprinting techniques, such as pyrosequencing, should be carried out 

to characterize what type of bacterial flora changes are induced by increasing 

small intestinal permeability, and more importantly, its functional effect to the 

host’s health. 

6.2 Future Directions

Future research should address whether small intestinal permeability also has a 

critical role in the pathogenesis of other extraintestinal diseases, similar to what 

has been shown in the rat model of autoimmune diabetes (2).

Further research should also address whether decreasing small intestinal 

permeability can attenuate active colitis. We showed that mice treated with AT-

1001 before disease was expected to occur was effective in decreasing 

inflammation, but in reality IBD patients never seek treatment before the onset of 

disease. Future experiments should test whether AT-1001 is effective in treating 

active colitis in mice. 

As mentioned before, AT-1001 is currently being tested in clinical trials for celiac 

disease treatment. A similar trial should be performed to test its efficacy in IBD, 

both as a treatment of active disease or to extend disease remission periods in IBD 

patients.
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6.3 Conclusions

In conclusion, the paracellular pathway between intestinal epithelial cells has 

become important in our understanding of gastrointestinal and systemic disease. 

Long thought to be a static non-regulated barrier to the passage of luminal 

material, it is now recognised to be a dynamic constantly changing structure with 

a functional state that is carefully regulated. Abnormal function of this pathway is 

associated with a variety of pathological states. The work from this doctoral thesis 

strongly suggests that in IBD, increased small intestinal permeability is involved 

in a causal manner in the genesis of disease and efforts to correct this permeability 

defect may prove efficient as a treatment of disease.   
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